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178 Reply"
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War criminal..
Q_K
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4 111 Reply"

1 week ago

Most of those refusing the vaccine tend to be on the same page politically, they are
playing with fire.

Jerrod

#

#

156 Reply"

1 week ago

Those who refuse like myself are in fact health and liberty consious and know our
rights to not be euthanised sterilised and mutilated by lunatics with letters after their
names.  

Argon1
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70 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)
$ %

What would you expect from war criminal and puppet for the Globalist cabal B-
Liar?

It's been scientifically proven that Lockdowns are not effective because people
with symptoms don't spread it in the community - they are home in bed. These
'diseases",such as they are, get spread in Institutions (Hospitals) not in the
community. Even in single households, spread is rae because up to 80% of the
population already have immunity.

And in terms of such segregation, nobody has yet reasonably explained what
vaccinated people have to fear from the unvaccinated, who elected to exercise
their right of refusal and knowingly take the "risk".

And incidentally Tony, that stupid mask doesn't do anything either for reasons
similar to the Lockdown rational above (sick people are not out walking around)
and asymptomatic people do NOT transmit anything because the viral load is too
low. Plus, "the virus" is too small to be stopped incoming by a mask. Large scale
randomized clinical studies have shown no difference between groups of mask
wearers and those without in terms of "infection rate".

So dear Tony, please don't bother us with any more of this BS from your puupet
masters.

philipat

#

#

58 Reply"

1 week ago

tony needs to be treated on a ventilator
keeper20

#

#

26

1 week ago

Did you mean water boarding?
mikka

#

#

32

1 week ago

Tony needs ventilating.
Sergio1

#

#

&
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20

1 week ago

Pretty clear, they hate us
JimmyJones

#

#

11

1 week ago (Edited)

with sledgehammer

 

cookiesanyone
#

#

3

1 week ago

The three S's. Shoot, shovel, and shut up.
wizeye

#

#
12 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair can take his NWO and stick it in his ear.
RiverRoad

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Scum. Absolute scum.
BarnacleBill

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It is some years since Blair was Prime Minister.   Why is he still spouting his
trash and why is the media giving him a platform and who the h*ell does he
think he is?

Go away Tony.   You do not matter and we do not care what you think.

waspwench

#

#
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15 Reply"

1 week ago

It's funny to look back in time and read the stories of people claiming their
liberties were being eroded during the Great Depression. I guess history rhymes,
however, this does not change what is happening. It will take a conscious
citizenry to think for themselves. Especially concerning is TPTB lamenting that
they scared the citizens a little TOO much...

SwmngwShrks

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

whats more crazy is how people don't understand liberty. People discuss
freedom of speech, tomes are written about 'Trump's attacks on journalists',
but when it actually comes down to it, 95% of people are sheeple and don't
have any conviction. The reason they are sheeple is they want to prolong life
as much as possible and the belief is if you don't swim against the tide you will
have it. At population scale this ironically leads to genocide and totalitarian
states like North Korea / Soviet Union. 

Much was said about MGT's comparison to the holocaust, but how did it
start? They didn't just round up Jews one day and kill them, they started a
concerted campaign of highlighting differences, and in that MGT is correct
(Gina Carano said the same thing).

This isn't about the vaccine or masks, it's about absolute power.

Libertarian777

#

#
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12

1 week ago

I don't think people understand what freedom is anymore either.

Ever since 9/11, it's only gotten worse as it was the beginning of the patriot
act, the TSA, the DHS, and never-ending wars in the ME, which were "for
your safety". It has only worsened with by people embracing technology
that is now being used to surveil them. The sad thing is that 95% of
Americans don't care. As long as they are "safe", they feel like they have
nothing to fear. Ironically their complacency is leading to their destruction.
They can't even see it with the COVID narrative changing constantly, which
stuns me.  

I still remember being able to drive myself somewhere in my late teens and
feeling that sense of freedom. Most kids are tracked by their parents as to
where they are, how fast they're driving, what they're saying on FB, etc. It's
disgusting and we wonder why the US is evolving into a totalitarian state. 

4thmeal

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Being that the virus was man made Ill agree with Tony’s proposal with one caveat.
Every time a man made virus escapes from a lab, politicians must be beat with
baseball bats by the infected. Fair enough ?

Adirondack Hedgehog

#

#

84 Reply"

1 week ago

This was the guy who helped starve 500,000 Iraqi childrenn, yah he really cares
about your children as well, keep believing that and take your third, fourth, and fifth
jab, it is not a vaccine!!

ddiduck

#

#

47 Reply"

1 week ago

Hanging is too good for this fcuker !
AG900

#

#
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22 Reply"

1 week ago

It would be a good start. How is anything this worthless sack of shite says
relevant?

Sages wife

#

#

14

1 week ago

Because MSM gives him air time, who controls the MSM?
JimmyJones

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly, the leftist now love another total NeoCon Globalist
JimmyJones

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

It's a cult. It is Luciferian. It is an agenda to create hell on earth.

The entire human race should learn to read the occultist language of symbolism,
such as the all seeing eye on the dollar bill. Then a great veil will fall from the eyes
of Homo sapiens and we return to natural money. Free to have contented lives in
a civilized prosperous society with no tolerance for demonic central banks,
vaccine eugenics, technocratic governance or Luciferian societies! 

Karma Respect

#

#

59 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I don't take advice from an elite who misled Britain to stupid Iraq war leading million
causalities, trillions of dollars in debt & weakening of western civilization. 

Q_K

#

#

20 Reply"

1 week ago

america's lapdog, licking spittle again.
keeper20

#

#
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5 21 Reply"

1 week ago

What an amazingly stupid comment.
Aqualung

#

#

15 2 Reply"

1 week ago

You made a real solid argument there buddy, with your ad hominem fallacy. you
sure you belong here?

Leonine
#

#

3 14 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The top rated comment is an ad hominem attack “buddy”. I just said his
comment was stupid, not that he was stupid. 
Edit: This is fight club, not debate club.

Aqualung

#

#

11 1

1 week ago

Your comment is asinine (See how that works?).
Sergio1

#

#
6 days ago (Edited)

fight club is debate club.

unless you are new here?

Leonine

#

#

8 3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

so are you, bigmouth

Mister E

Most of those refusing the vaccine tend to be on the same
page politically, they are playing with fire.

#

#
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1 12 Reply"

1 week ago

You made a real solid argument there buddy, with your ad hominem fallacy. you
sure you belong here?

Leonine

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Lion king, can you tell me whether the top rated comment is an ad hominem
fallacy or not? It has no downvotes so I assume you must have either upvoted
it or ignored it because you agree with his personal attack which has nothing
to do with the subject being discussed.

Aqualung
#

#

6 days ago

im not sure that calling someone by what they are is an attack on their
character.

if the shoe fits, is an entirely different form of argument than character
assassination in order to 'win' an arugment.

how much were you paid to troll here, sonny?

Leonine

#

#

29 Reply"

1 week ago

99.999% survival rate.  I'll take my chances.

You aren't the pedophile "Jerrod" from the Subway commercials, are you?

rwmctrofholz

#

#

4 4 Reply"

1 week ago

Um, it has NOTHING to do with politics. It's about science, facts and common
sense.

philipat

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Please link reproductive and carcinogenic studies, especially in children.  We know
about the heart inflammation, but where are the studies of possible inflammation to
the reproduction organs that may scar the immature ovaries and eggs (girls are born
with them, and don’t make more) or the boys tubes that send sperm.  

heehaw2

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

what happens to charged nanoparticles when subjected to electromagnetic
pulsations?

keeper20

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

What's the fire?
McGantic

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Great trolling job.  But if not a troll-PLEASE don't EVER reproduce.
Ag KING

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Many of those people are in the military and guess what, not afraid of the likes of
you and your tin pot dictators.

1CSR2SQN

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I’m not a conservative or republican or constitutionalist. I just hate liberals as much
as they do & I have common sense which libtards seem to be deficient in. 

HabitualLineStepper

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

99.95% survival rate for people under 70

Lifetime immunity for those who have recovered 

sun tzu

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Or maybe we have antibody loads. 

!

.  Stop politicizing Medicine. That's playing
with fire. 

ChargingHandle

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I will never get the jab Chan
22MarcusAurelius22

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Total BS. I've been on several protests and they are full of people from across the
political spectrum.

Folkvar3

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

In my experience, Blair is widely hated on left and right in Britain, so he could
manage to unite both sides again the Fake Vaccine.

The only people who like him are Boomers, because he tripled the price of their
houses in the late 90s/early 2000s.

krda

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Is the objective to be vaccinated or to have antibodies?  If you have antibodies you
are in the same position as the vaccinated, but without having taken an experimental
serum.  And your immune system is functioning perfectly

Retired_Rat

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

They don’t care about immunity.  Just the vax.  Obviously.  Something smells like
a rat, I think.

gloe

#

#

93 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Tony Blair: 'It is going to be a new world altogether...'

No... it is not... it is the same old world... a world in which... given enough stability and
wealth... the psychopaths rise to the top and begin to prey on the people...

There is a an age old remedy to that Mr. Blair...

Unless you and your buddies manage to drag us into a world war in time... which they
are desperate to do... the guillotine is coming...

Time for a haircut my friend...

Lordflin

#

#

49 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

The faces you see are just script readers. Blair is just a commercial agent of the
global handlers. Like Macron, BoJo, Biden, Schwab, and all the others.

The real planners are far from being public figures. 

 

lambda

#

#
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16 Reply"

1 week ago

agreed.

i mean, its what i would do if i ran things.

put a frontman out there to take the hits.

Leonine

#

#

25 Reply"

1 week ago

Post Iraq, I'd hoped Blair would live his Israel days sucking on foundation cash,
'book advances' and 'lecture payments' ....no such luck, come Brexit - Jeremey
Corbin...  THEY  reanimated his cadaver, rebooted his CFR chip, charged his
batteries and here he is again with the same looped message:..."trust us, follow
us, honor us" ....though circumstance has consistently proved otherwise.      

Lorenz Feedback

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

lol, well put, these reptilian CFR cheerleading aholes are usually revived when
the plan is not going ''according to plan'', so of course they return to this gas-
bag to gas-light the public, because..... because it worked so well last time??
Yet somehow they always manage to confuse just enough people to keep the
narrative going.

sybaris

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Gotta start somewhere. 
Sergio1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Then you capture torture these people to give up their handlers.

I mean imagine the names Fauci could give up let alone Blair.

GreatUncle

#

#
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

They get Epsteinized way before you had a chance to capture them. 

lambda

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

They're pretty obvious. They own the yachts, the QE11 being one of them.
Sergio1

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Which by no means allows them to escape retribution.
shining one

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

He can be your friend, he's seen here as another useless tool.  
VideoEng_NC

#

#
3 Reply"

1 week ago

Precisely...it isn't a "New" world if they are still in charge of it....
Budnacho

#

#

7 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

" Time for a haircut my friend "

And who, prey tell, will be pulling the lever as just like 911, rigged elections and
masks, the only nation on earth with a second amendment and can legally put an
end to tyranny will let them do it. Again.

ItsAllBollocks

#

#
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15 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Revolutions... civil wars... these take time... and it can seem as though events go
on forever until they don't...

For a case study look at the Antebellum years leading to the first American Civil
War...

Civil War had been debated for fifty years before it finally broke out... and there
was even a time in there when the New England states considered secession...

This will happen if they do not take us to world war first... it is fait accompli... 

Upflagged your question... questions are good...

Lordflin

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

One can argue human history is a pendulum swinging in cycles, and
civilizations rise and fall like lunar tides. OK we can be philosophical about
that, danger being that family mobs have been silently buying influence and
propagandizing causes to further their aims. I tend to conclude harsher
controls are needed for lobbyists, legislators and judiciary, and limits to
membership and circulation between advisory committees, along with term
limits for all. Without some significant movement in these it's hard for
population not to be swept along like dead fish. How can they know what's
happening with so many closed doors?

Lorenz Feedback

#

#

4

1 week ago (Edited)

If only we still had the door open to a political solution... but I am afraid that
has been slammed in our collective faces...

Upflagged you for hope... but I do not believe they care what we think about
their lobbyists... I think that horse has fled the barn...

Sorry for the mixed metaphor... my brain appears worn this morning...

Lordflin

#

#
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4

1 week ago

Understood and I see that perspective. I've seen some very weird things
over the years that's led me to conclude we're in for a testing time, maybe
12+/- lean years? IDK precisely. I do feel it will work through and something
more humane will result, before that challenges aplenty. 

I said to a friend early last year, get yourself to where you want to be in the
world and stay there, it's much clearer now, that advice still holds.

Lorenz Feedback

#

#
2

1 week ago

@ Lordflin

The last political solution was slammed in out faces when they undermined
the election.

 There is no longer political arbitration their is only EO's by the person who
occupies the WH.

GreatUncle

#

#
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1

1 week ago (Edited)

Lorenz, the pendulum does swing throughout history, but there is a game
changer in operation - TECHNOLOGY.  It goes beyond computing and
networking.  It now extends to biological weaponry and nanotechnology to
connect us to an inescapable technocratic infrastructure, once we are
ensnared in it.

Add to that the ability to alter us in our genetic makeup, potentially our
thoughts, attitudes, and willingness to resist as a result of the medical
technology.  Genetic alteration may be passed down to future generations if
we even have fertility remaining.

These injections could also produce a modern day Thalidomide outcome.

We are in a death match and if we lose, there is no coming back from it.

This is kill or be killed.  No time for debate.

Masks Don't Work

#

#

6 days ago

"12 +/- lean years?"

You are all acting like this "pandemic" (problem) and "vaccine" (solution)
doesn't exist.

Two thirds of you Americans are going to be wiped out in the next couple of
years ffs.

shining one

#

#
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5 days ago

@Masks Don't Work:

Jung’s psychoanalysis of civilization he proposed the West represents the
power drive of the rational patriarchal ego - ie "I'm head of the household
and I say what happens"  - this has been encapsulated in American
exceptionalism, in that we're not particularly interested in listening to the
needs of the other or their rights to self determination - only to the extent
that suits our purposes, remains a lesser authority and remains allied to
similar partners. 

Others have proposed the West is the breakaway adolescent child of it's
Eurasian cultural heritage (Maths taught to Greeks by older civilisations), and
the animosity to Eastern cultures is rooted in a rebellion of the child to it's
cultural parents - a bit deep for ZH - nevertheless an interesting concept. 

Anyway if the real issues are so deep within the culture they will surface over
and over in every field including technology, nano tech, gene manipulation,
space and planetary conquest until the cultural incompatibilities are
resolved. Most likely this will not happen in a solely materialistic way and will
require a spiritual comprehension of the journey from survival and
competitive instincts through to harmony with oneself, one's family, one's
community and increasingly outwardly from there. Such values are
something that we can all share as a principle - though find difficult to
practice  in adverse circumstance. Most likely it will take an event, or series
of events to illustrate to us collectively that we're better off co-operating
where we can align with each other and working out the issues where we
can't. My fear is such an event may have to be cataclysmic for such a need
to arise.

@shining one - if you're correct, not just Americans.

Lorenz Feedback

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair = Hillary Clinton
WhiteCulture

#

#

22 Reply"

1 week ago

Not possible. This innocent man who served public and world for decades would never
do anything like bombarding innocent Iraqi people with his fellow GWB

Lord RG

#

#

27 Reply"

1 week ago

War Criminal may become the least of his problems.  Old Tony looks nice and sun
tanned from being out on the yacht with his globalist buddies.  He seems a bid
desperate to get this totalitarian show into high gear.  Like a whole lot of people are
going to figure this out and come after him.

thunderchief

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

Anger is building my friend... these things take time...

As I pointed out above... the Antebellum time prior to the first American Civil War
went on for fifty years... and various states at one time or another consider
secession...

Anger can only build so far before it spills out over everything...

Lordflin

#

#
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16 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

You might note that an entire nation rose up against the Rothschilds and booted
them out of Germany and Austria, ridding themselves of their debt that was
placed on them as war reparations after WW1. The banks subjected the German
race to generations of debt slavery, of which there was no way of paying off. The
Germans tried the ZIMBABWE ploy but eventually took it upon themselves to
issue their own debt free money, which valued manual labour and it's creations,
rescuing themselves through honest money and collective hard work. Prior to
Hitler rising to power, Germany suffered 30% unemployment under the
(((foreign))) bankers. Their nation was sliding into debauchery, destitution and
suffered a 5th column overthrow of their government by citizens of  (((foreign)))
descent, which could no longer be tollerated.  Sound familiar? Point is, the
(((foreign))) bankers owned the governments of the Allied nations. They used the
armies of those nations to stop Germany's use of a debt free money and deny
them a strong and independent Republic. When General Patton said at the
cessation of hostilities, that, we defeated the wrong enemy and mentioned
(((who))) was directing and financing the show and (((who))) was planning to return,
he was killed 11 days later when involved in a minor motor vehicle accident. His
postmortem is still classified. Germany once again has a debt burdened
government and a Rothschild Central Bank, once again issuing debt as money.
The Germans are not unique. So, can you see what it will have to take? A whole
nation rose up to defeat them when it will take the whole world. Blair is just one of
their double agents, his fealty first to them before you. He's  flying his colors.

Sergio1

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Way to go, Sergio! If people only knew this!

You have done your homework.

Salzburg1756

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

For me Germany is always the useful fool for the Rothschild's to take over
Russia once again.

The real purpose for NATO camping on Russia's border.

GreatUncle

#

#

1 week ago (Edited)

Patton warned of Russia  as well. His insights are somewhat vague to me
but I hold my own uneducated opinions about that. He thought he was
liberating Europe but that was Hitler's pursuit as well. Mr. Hitler also k new
((who))) led the revolution of 1917 in Russia. It was a (((Bolshevik))) controlled
overthrow. They got a central bank as a gift, too. Patton wrote to his wife
that he could have captured all of Germany if he so desired but politics and
a politically naive slip of the tongue ended his career; permanently.

Sergio1

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

But back then humans were still organic, genetically original, and not ensnared
by the technology of today.  You're right about what you said, but consider
what I have said too.

Masks Don't Work

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Bravo Sergio.

Garth Crooks

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Lordflin, you're one of my favorite commenters here, but there is a game changer
in operation - TECHNOLOGY.  It goes beyond computing and networking.  It now
extends to biological weaponry and nanotechnology to connect us to an
inescapable technocratic infrastructure, once we are ensnared in it.

Add to that the ability to alter us in our genetic makeup, potentially our thoughts,
attitudes, and willingness to resist as a result of the medical technology.  Genetic
alteration may be passed down to future generations if we even have fertility
remaining.

These injections could also produce a modern day Thalidomide outcome.

We are in a death match and if we lose, there is no coming back from it.

This is kill or be killed.  Time is a luxury that is in the dustbin of history.  Time is
running out, rapidly.

Masks Don't Work

#

#
13 Reply"

1 week ago

GWB got a colonic and now Tony is back. 

Lampposts

SexyJulian

#

#

16 Reply"

1 week ago

https://youtu.be/DFrU5sXS8f4

 

Dutch MP with a powerful and clear message

Truth seeking

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

+1000 and Double thumps up.
Lorenz Feedback

#

#

https://youtu.be/DFrU5sXS8f4
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

Bill Gates and his dad were very very close with the Rockefellers.  Wonder how
Microsoft was really created?  Gate old man was also on the board of the baby
parts business of Planned Parenthood.

Freddie

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Excellent catch my friend... definitely worth a look..
Lordflin

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I tried to find the RF report he refers to but could not, any help there?

Edit, got it with duckduckgo.com
https://archive.org/details/rockefeller-foundation-operation-
lockstep/Rockefeller%20Foundation%20Operation%20Lockstep/page/n3/mode/2u
p

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Maybe the biggest globalist whore of them all.. He knows how to please his masters.
techengineer

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Certainly Tony and Prince Andrew party together molesting children.
WhiteCulture

#

#

http://duckduckgo.com/
https://archive.org/details/rockefeller-foundation-operation-lockstep/Rockefeller%20Foundation%20Operation%20Lockstep/page/n3/mode/2up
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Reply"

1 week ago

He was rewarded well with billions.

It is not like he created some fancy technical item and developed a niche market for
it like say Jobs and Apple so has material substance. I mean even Bezos has
Amazon, Gates has Microsoft but Blair what?

Had too sell out a lot of the global population to obtain the money he was given
either that or he did the Biden 10% cut.

GreatUncle

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

His surname contains the word LIAR
Peter Pan

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

This dickhead also wants Turkey in the EU..  he's a money grabbing sociopath.
OdinsFury

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

Just seeing a picture of Blair gives me the creeps.
WhiteCulture

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Make him take a mandatory blood test for the spiked protein.

All should be tested for this especially elites.

If it turns out elites lied about their vaccinated position immediate execution.

See I do not mind being unvaccinated for now at least until the long term gene therapy
data is in and the number of dead and injured counted from it. On top of that after 3
adverse reactions too vaccines in my lifetime then I think I should at least be able to
expect a gene therapy for my particular genetics else I risk a 4th adverse reaction
seeing as the last one nearly killed me.

GreatUncle

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Really we should add this concept for unvaccinated if they are excluded from
society.

Try 0% taxes whilst not vaccinated seeing as you are excluded socially for not
being vaccinated.

No taxation with no representation bit like the CDC being handed $1B of vaxxed and
unvaxxed tax payers money to promote vaxxing but no $1B explaining the risk and
understandable caution about big pharma indemnity and the long term data is not
yet in for unvaxxed.

So the congress critters folded ... so mandatory blood test the lot for the spiked
protein and if it is not there remove from office for lying or worse if you see fit.

Placebo vaccines my @ss we need to confirm they told the truth and do it
for all elites.

GreatUncle

#

#

62 Reply"

1 week ago

Again its quite simple: If the vaccination works the vaccinated is protected and do not have
to fear the unvaccinated. If the vaccination does not work the vaccinated fell for a scam. 

NIRP-BTFD

#

#
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25 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

In this case, if the vaxx works, the recipient has a serious medical condition; it is a
biological weapon administered as a vaccination. How on Earth can Blair still be
pushing on this shit? And how can Brits still be taking it? Whatever has happened to
the England I once lived in?

Black Boxer

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Blair is a lying psychopathic war criminal. Lying is the only thing he is good at  

NIRP-BTFD

How on Earth can Blair still be pushing on this shit? 
 

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Blair is a lying psychopathic war criminal. Lying is the only thing he is good at.

NIRP-BTFD

How on Earth can Blair still be pushing on this shit? 

 

#

#

31 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is a psychopath and war criminal. Lying is the only thing he is good at.  

NIRP-BTFD

How on Earth can Blair still be pushing on this shit? 

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

He's not even good at that, he's lying to stupid and fearful people who are fooling
themselves.

1CSR2SQN

#

#
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20 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair can never walk a street on his own again.
Argon1

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

...like all senior politicians. Part of the trade off, chauffeur, limos, someone buys
your groceries. Not a big hardship.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

This position has happened in the past and if the wrong government gets in
through revolution he has a serious problem they may go after him.

Nothing like being treated like Eichmann and where could he hide on the
planet? A cave in Afghanistan maybe?

 

GreatUncle

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair should be drawn and quartered and hanging in four different corners of
London.

WhiteCulture

#

#

18 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The vaccines only job is to kill and sterilize.

The cure to covid is ivermectin.

Hang the elites for crimes against humanity. ALL OF THEM!!!

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

The latter is a forgone conclusion.  A scam that will hurt them, disable them,
compromise them and shorten their lives, IE murder them.

thunderchief

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Either way, the manufacturers rack up the profits and frankly don't care. 

If the vaccine "works,"  I would be interested to know how they justfiy that claim.

If the vaccine doesn't work, they are protected.  Don't forget to pay those dividends,
fellas.

Mister E

If the vaccination works the vaccinated is protected and do not
have to fear the unvaccinated.

#

#
3 Reply"

1 week ago

The problem is in the word 'work'. Most people think 'work' means it protects you from
covid. Most of us here know that 'work' means you end up sterlisied and euthanised.

Voice of insanity

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

well, you might be into something there ... but is it simply a scam?  and why do it?
Pandelis

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

Because they believe in their divine right to rule, and use eugenics an climate
change and other such pseudo-science bunkum to reinforce it. They see everyday
people as plantation slaves, or animals in a/their zoo. And they understand that the
greatest threat to the rulers of a slave society is revolt. They don't really believe the
planet is over-populated or that climate change is an existential threat. The
existential threat, from their perspective, is us.

That's the long play. The reason they're doing it now is that the Ponzi scheme known
as the financial system began to collapse in September 2019 and they panicked.
What we've seen is ahead of their well-documented schedule, because (I speculate)
an internal debate arose among the Davos crowd between those who wanted to
stick to the plan (2030 - 2050) and those who wanted to accelerate it for fear of
losing control of the world's wealth, resources, and people.

They don't care if it's communism or fascism. The same people end up in charge
either way. That's just another false narrative they want us fighting over but never
considering that the only difference from our point of view is whether it's the left
boot or the right boot stomping on our faces forever, to paraphrase Orwell. It is
comically obvious if one reads the mainstream news from the 1920s and 1930s.

Suggested reading/viewing:

Paving the Way for the Ronascam

Covid, Learned Helplessness, and Control

Westworld season 2 - Elephants

Was the Whole Pandemic about the Vaccine?

The Century of the Self - Parts 1 and 2 have a lot of good information even if Adam
Curtis is controlled opposition. Parts 3 and 4 are the usual BBC doublespeak for the
solution to the problem is more of the problem.

There Is No Proof That SARS-Cov-2 Exists

AnCapBarbie

#

#

https://www.activistpost.com/2021/06/paving-the-way-for-the-ronascam.html
https://wemeantwell.com/blog/2021/05/22/covid-learned-helplessness-and-control/
https://youtu.be/a0PHKsZqAHk
https://discord.com/channels/786020031724650506/786020031724650509/851818414414626836
https://youtu.be/DnPmg0R1M04
https://ancapbarbie.wordpress.com/2021/01/28/there-is-no-proof-that-sars-cov2-exists/
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Furthermore, almost everyone presented to the gullible public in the MSM know
their role may include necessary sacrifice. The real power behind them are people
most don't even know exist.

AnCapBarbie

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Thanks for  the great links, AnCapBarbie!
Salzburg1756

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

"Paving the Way" was quite a chronology!!

It shows how things move along at a pace slow enough to avoid public scrutiny
and suspicion, with one thing clearly leading to another and ultimately to the end
game..  I haven't gone through the other stuff yet (saw learned helplessness and
plan being about the vaccine already), but I'm sure it's great stuff too.

Thanks for the share.

Masks Don't Work

#

#

28 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair was always globalist scum.

Ignore that jackass.

Felix da Kat

#

#

24 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It really makes no sense to allow this war criminal to run around freely.

williambanzai7

#

#
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21 Reply"

1 week ago

who keeps giving this war criminal a stage?
blumenthal

#

#

26 Reply"

1 week ago

the complicit war criminals in the media
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

sad, but true.
blumenthal

#

#
18 Reply"

1 week ago

Though the CCP cockroaches disgust me, I do appreciate that their war on us has  identified
the little aspiring dictators among us who are anxious to take absolute power over our lives.

I have diagnosed,

Galtmandu

 

Galtmandu

#

#

19 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I can tell you one thing. Our psychopathic ruling elites are very very jealous of the
Chinese system. Nobody in the western power structure really likes democracy,
sovereignty and self determination of people. They want the same power as Xi and his
ilk. 

NIRP-BTFD

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 week ago

its not that they dont like democracy. democracy is great because it gets productive
people building stuff for them.

they just dont need that anymore as everything is built up now. so now its time to go
totalitarian.

Leonine

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Bingo. Democracy was pushed a hundred years ago because they needed the
proles to work in their factories, so they gave those proles the illusion of choice in
government by allowing them to vote for candidates the 'elite' had chosen.

Now they no longer need the proles, so democracy is over.

krda

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

exactly.
Leonine

#

#

17 Reply"

1 week ago

My sunblock won’t work unless you wear yours.
Herr Doktor

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Excellent. I'm using this one.
Hoss N. Pfeffer

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

If you ever get a serious bacterial infection, I will take an antibiotic to protect you.
HowdyDoody

#

#
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15 Reply"

1 week ago

The reluctance to accept an inoculation that does not prevent you from catching or
spreading the virus AND has 'adverse reactions' that include death, is known colloquially as
Survival Instinct.

What do vaccinated people have to fear if the vaccine actually works? Why is a
contemptible war criminal like Blair still given air time?

Rumple4skin
#

#

15 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Here is a question for Tony.

If everybody who feels the need for protection, from a virus your chances of getting through
life without being killed by it are 99.987% (100 - infection rate x infection fatality rate), gets
vaccinated,  why is it a problem and for whom exactly, if people decide to let their immune
system deal with the matter.

Nuxx

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

.... the question no journalist in the western world has thought to ask
Just In Beaver

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

As the moderators deemed my last post possibly violated terms (I think it was the sh*t word)
let me say again.

We Brits don't give a **** what this piece of filth thinks or says. He is scum of the lowest
order.

Treason should have had him hung in the Tower - scumbag. Not worthy of being called
Human.

Geoff777

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 week ago

I second that motion. My post also deleted (Hey Tyler - what are you up too ?). 

Give him to the people and we shall sort him out once and for all. 

I despise the POS.

Bob - Enough

#

#

14 Reply"

1 week ago

My fellow unvaxxed we will win

The vaxxed will not be able to do much to counter us in their future vegetative state

captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

We are proudly "jabbed", as of this moment, we are all dead.
We go into death to reclaim our lives.

This we do gladly, for we are Lemmings.

 

BorraChoom

#

#

13 Reply"

1 week ago

Wow .... for something that has a 99.9% survivability rate. This is truly twilight zone.
Taint Boil

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 week ago

a reminder that Blair has always been, and will evermore be, guilty of committing evil via his
innate stupidity and wilful ignoring of facts that don't fit his ignorance.

firstly, they are not "vaccines". they are injections of the very spike protein diagnosed as
"sars-cov2". he knows this and intentionally ignores this FACT. the injections are an
EXPERIMENT. full stop. they do not prevent infection or prevent transmission. they only
reduce symptoms in a MINORITY of people.

the injections were NOT TESTED against the groups of people most at risk - the obese over
70's with 3 co-morbidities and pregnant women.

the injections have already killed tens of thousands of people in europe, the UK and the US
and wounded millions more. and that is a short impact. the medium and long term impacts
are yet to be seen but will result in unnecessarily higher mortality rates and spiralling health
care costs to treat those wounded.

the injections are CAUSING an uptick in cases because they contain the same pathogen as
SARS-COV2. think about that. medics are recommending injecting pathogens in the 98% of
the population of healthy people who are not at risk from Covid, but are at risk of death and
injury FROM THE VACCINE. the vaccine roll-out IS A NEW AND REAL PANDEMIC.

covid was dying out of its own accord. the injections/stabs neither prevent nor cure, simpy
reduce symptoms, and cases had plummetted from the end of january 4 million to under
100,000 PRIOR to the roll-out of the jab/stab/injections. they have only ticked upwards
because the spike proteins contained in the injections are CAUSING AN UPTICK IN CASES
as part of a man-made pandemic.

many countries are banning "vaccinated"/jabbed/stabbed/injected people from flying
BECAUSE OF THE HEIGHTENED RISK OF TRAUMA FROM HEART CONDITIONS ETC.

the rebuttal goes on and on.

tony blair took the UK to war with Iraq by LYING. he is LYING now and is an ignorant evil
asshole.

hooligan2009
#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.debarelli.com/post/morgoth-s-review-tony-blair-britain-s-lorgar
Argon1

#

#

12 Reply"

1 week ago

If I am locked down by the state because I will not take their shot I will have no choice than
to declare WAR...

Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

You and me both, along with millions of others.

Our first priority should be to take out that POS you see above.

Bob - Enough

#

#
12 Reply"

1 week ago

“This world is run by insane people for insane ends, and you are the insane one for talking
about it.”

John Lennon

Never has this quote been more prescient than right now.

lwilland1012

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

Concealed the rape of thousands of British children by the savages he imported to "Rub the
rights nose in diversity"

Prosecuted whistelblowers to maintain the silence, in the case of Nick Griffin, repeatedly,
until the cost of defending himself led to bankruptcy.

Should be impaled on a stake 1400 times for the children of Rotherham alone.

 

AlfieDolittle

#

#

https://www.debarelli.com/post/morgoth-s-review-tony-blair-britain-s-lorgar
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11 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Tony Blair is a bought and paid for Epstein whore who was screwing Rupert Murdoch's 36
year younger wife Chinese spy whore Wendi Deng, but do not know who currently owns
Blair's leash, but guessing China,

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1165636/jeffrey-epstein-conspiracy-us-paedophile-
tony-blair-prince-andrew-fbi-investigation

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/wendi-deng-rubert-murdoch-chinese-spy-jared-
kushner

Nelbev
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair has many masters.
Argon1

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

No. Blair works for Satan.
krda

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

Everyone who has lived & breathed on this world in the corptocracy has worked
for Satan. Only slaves have no choice.

Argon1

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

When pushing an earlier vaccine, the MMR, he refused to confirm that he'd given it to his
own son or not.

https://www.standard.co.uk/hp/front/tell-us-if-leo-had-mmr-jab-6335121.html

 

AlfieDolittle

#

#

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1165636/jeffrey-epstein-conspiracy-us-paedophile-tony-blair-prince-andrew-fbi-investigation
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/wendi-deng-rubert-murdoch-chinese-spy-jared-kushner
https://www.standard.co.uk/hp/front/tell-us-if-leo-had-mmr-jab-6335121.html
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7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Pushing a vaccine for an illness that causes little more than cold symptoms in the
majority of people should be sending up massive red flags to everyone with a working
brain.

CosmoJoe

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The CEO of Moderna hasn’t had his vaccine shot either…..
Pioneer.Valley.Man

#

#

11 Reply"

1 week ago

New Study From Cleveland Clinic Shows Vaccine Provides No Added Benefit To Those Who
Already Had COVID | Covid Call To Humanity

What happened to following the science??

CosmoJoe

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

Considering they never followed it why would they start now? 
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

It became narrative.
Argon1

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

They've decided the science is "settled" and there is no debating their narrative. 
4thmeal

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is a war criminal!
KeramAve

#

#

https://covidcalltohumanity.org/2021/06/10/new-study-from-cleveland-clinic-shows-vaccine-provides-no-added-benefit-to-those-who-already-had-covid/
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10 Reply"

1 week ago

This guy needs to be taken to the centre of Iraq an let's the people decide what should be
done with him ,I don't think it would take long

venge
#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

You have to wonder why globalists like Blair are so worried about getting people
vaccinated? Could it be that below a certain threshold, we'll visibly recognise vaccinated
people are dying faster than the unvaccinated? That would certainly give these elites reason
to worry.

Mungo9000

#

#

10 Reply"

1 week ago

Why do we care what man-boobs Blair has to say? He is irrelevant.
 

He belongs in prison for crimes against humanity and his coke-head son should be jailed for
money laundering.

Akrotiri

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 week ago

NEVER in human history has there been this massive push to DEMAND and FORCE people
to be injected with an EXPERIMENTAL DRUG......And yet the population to which they are
putting the most pressure are those who rarely ever have an issue  with the virus and are not
vectors AND a natural response is much better than this INJECTION with this foreign
experimental substance.   One must suspect there are bigger issues hidden in this quest to
DEMAND compliance OR ELSE.  People DIE from this injection and the long term side
effects like what we are seeing in young people with myocarditis of the heart....are lethal as
are blood clots.  People have passed away shortly after the injection and no one knows
why....and the Feds want to keep control and ability to manipulate the data on both claimed
COVID deaths as well as injection complications. Transparency has been tossed out the
door and THAT alone says....absolutely no jab....EVER.  There is something very perverse
going on here and it is way beyond simply "trying to control" a virus that primarily targets the
elderly and holds harmless the younger adults and kids......

B52Minot
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Most never study history or try to read between the lines. In fact few people bother to
learn anything that can't be quickly monetized.

Haitian Snackout

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

If the left claim to have altruistic motives for doing anything, be very suspicious. 
MongoStraight

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Have you been forcibly injected?
Dogspurt

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

If Blair has his way, he would personally hold you down while BoJo stuck it in  you
and then the vaccine 

Obamanism666

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Every child that has ever existed (time frame injections available).
SubZero13

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

And have you ever been a child?

If so, then you know the answer.

SubZero13
#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

“If someone simply chooses not to get vaccinated, I mean frankly that’s their choice,
you’re not discriminating against them, they’ve chosen not to do it,” said Blair.

So, I wonder if, say, a bar owner, said that he would not allow into his establishment,
any trannies, cross-dressers, or "flamboyantly gay" folk, because "that's their choice, you're
not discriminating against them, they've chosen to dress that way, and I won't allow them to
disturb my other patrons." I assume Blair would have no problem with this???

Dumpster Elite

#

#
2 Reply"

1 week ago

Why not consider people's HIV, hepatitis, and STD status as well? These are well-
known to be public health issues. 

4thmeal

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Blair is Luciferian - of the Devil, for the Devil and by the Devil.  If it could ever be said of
anyone that they flattered only to deceive, it is Blair.  

ThePub'Lick_Hare

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 week ago

Masks are the new concentration camp badges - to identify the enemy. Those they cannot
control.

NAV
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Hmm, maybe we just don’t put the ‘badge’ on and let them wonder.
Wayoutwilly

#

#

9 1 Reply"

1 week ago

And there we have it on the record. The pandemic reporting was manipulated to drive
adoption of electronic passports. Discrimination against unvaccinated groups will be the
testbed for the passport social scoring functions. Next up: banning physical money and
making all transactions through the passport. 

The.Alchemist

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Spot on
NIRP-BTFD

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

They're lucky we're all too dumb to come up with other ways to buy things.
krda

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

There you go Brits, listen to your mass murdering former leader that wants to destroy
everything human about your collective existence and let corporations commoditize what’s
left.

Ginger Giraffe

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 week ago

“All the war-propaganda, all the screaming and lies and hatred, comes invariably from
people who are not fighting.”

– George Orwell

Blair, Bush, Colin Powell, etc got very very rich from that war.

CheapBastard

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

What a surprise! /s

Coming from Mr.Warcrimes poodle himself

hugin-o-munin

#

#

9 Reply"

1 week ago

They seem very keen for us to take a vaccine that doesn't prevent either the disease being
caught or spread...   

Balimoon

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It’s not a conspiracy theory, it’s a fact.

They are in the process of culling, trimming the fat, only the fittest will survive. Prepare
accordingly. 

Butinben

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair, vaxxed or not, should be in jail or dead.
bugler1

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Maybe even BOTH

" #

.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 week ago

eat a brick you irrelevant putz
The 3rd Dimentia

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Bliar, the globalist cheerleading scum bucket, universally disliked has something to say.....
sybaris

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

It was never about science. It was always about control.
Future Jim

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

And especially not about the data, as he claims.
Les White

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

The science says over 50% of the population has natural immunity.... Yes without the covid
shot...

Aubiekong

#

#
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8 Reply"

1 week ago

But I thought they were following the "science"? Which has utterly failed to demonstrate that
any of these restrictions work. As should be expected, since no virus has ever been
contained once it reaches the general population. EVER!

Or how about the vaccine "science" that's demonstrating these experimental vaccines are
NOT safe. That in the US have already killed more than all other vaccines combined for at
leas the last 5 years. That among those deaths are a staggering number of healthy young
people who were under no threat at all from the virus. Who knows what vaccine dangers will
show up in a year or two. With no long term testing WE HAVE NO IDEA. Russian Roulette,
western style, with three rounds in the revolver.

Alice-the-dog
#

#

8 2 Reply"

1 week ago

I’m vaxed and couldn’t care less what the un-vaxed do. It’s their business, not mine.
Ridiculous.

What do you mean PREMIUM

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Ha, ha. You're still gonna die!
WolfgangIffans101

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Now now, Wolfgang, he's being quite reasonable
deadcat2

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Everyone’s gonna die. I ain’t afraid either way, of the virus or the vax
What do you mean PREMIUM

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

You should have resisted; on point of principle.
WolfgangIffans101

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

He means within 6 months, from the vaccine.
KirkPatrickN

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Frankly this dude should be deep sixed... it is these maniacs that will push the unvaccinated
(the intelligent ones) to rise up and expunge the lunatics by force.........

aloha-snackbar

#

#

8 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is deep state. He stated that people should give up freedoms and that unvaccinated
should be separated from those with passports. The guy is pure NWO. What moron thinks
like this over a virus with a 99.9X% survival rate?

chubbar

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Tony Blair's head needs to rest on a pike.
GoldRulesPaperDrools

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

$ $

A healthy friend of mine had the EXPERIMENTAL AstraZenica GENE-ALTERING
JAB. & had a stroke within 24 hours

$ $

.

Damn, another one of those coincidences.

JOHNLGALT.

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 week ago

How many aging Brit political fagggots to they have to dust off, prop up in front of us, and
explain what the scientific data means?

Weren't they happy with the diick in their mouth? Silence is Golden.

They still don’t understand it’s not working.

TxRogers
#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Someone shoot this jerk.
Demystified

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Agreed.

WTF is this guy saying anything and ANYONE reporting on it. He is NOT in office;
Someone needs to tell him to STFU.

The Competent Man

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

The way he left office officially means he can never leave public service.
Argon1

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

I bet he hasn't took the jab ,maybe a staged photo shoot of it , remember MMR and his own
children ,he was asked if they had had that ?

venge

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Why do we listen to Tony Blair, Iraq war liar?

pcrs

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 week ago

There's one Brit who should be locked up, that's Tony Blair, in the Hague awaiting trial.
P.O'Hanraha-Hanrahan

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Why is this monster still breathing? He's single-handedly ensured the future destruction of
the indigenous people's of the British Isles.

gmak

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I went to the mall yesterday and 50% had no masks. Who knows if they were vaxxed or not.
No one cares. At least 60% of Americans now realize how destructive (and wrong) the lock
downs were/are.

80% of Americans also now realize Fauci and 50% of the politicians and famous scientists
(like those on Lancet and the CDC) lie....and lie ALOT.

CheapBastard

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Fanatical War Criminal, fanatically advocates lockdown...... totally surprised.
Del Grifith

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Bliar is also a liberal globalist, of the worst kind.

 

Griffin

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair should be in permanent "lockdown" as a war criminal for his role in attacking Iraq
and Afghanistan.

I'm sure both countries would love to have him as a guest.

ar8
#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

Noted war criminal and mass murderer promotes creation of vaccine apartheid regime. 
bill_bly

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

It’s called medical apartheid, and you can shove it where the sun don’t shine.
Aqualung

#

#
6 Reply"

6 days ago

The world would be far better off if  Tony and friends are rounded up and sent in lockdown
for the next 50 yrs

 

 

 

steiner

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

I self-identify as vaccinated. The official label is transvaxite. Vaccination is a spectrum and
you are bigot if you don't accept me for who I am. 

Does Tony Blair also support having non-vaccinated individuals wear bells like lepers or can
we just settle for Star of David sewn to their shirts like Jews in Nazi ghettos? 

Pale Face

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

In Denmark the king and the whole population came out with the yellow star sewn or
pinned on their shirts.

Old Ladybug

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

If you're jabbed what what's to fear?

Dam you stupid a-holes...

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Found those weapons' of mass destruction in Iraq yet Tony???
Nowoolovermymincepies

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

you spelled "deception" wrong.
Atam Gits

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

lol

 

Nowoolovermymincepies

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

https://youtu.be/aMB1dRJNHe8 turns out the spike protein is accumulating in ovaries and
bone marrow. Possible sterilized and leukemia 

Slipknot99

#

#

https://youtu.be/aMB1dRJNHe8
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6 Reply"

1 week ago

Non-braindead Brits suggest Blair should be convicted as a warcriminal he is.

 

Apollo
#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair is a power hungry liar and a war criminal. He deserves the Saddam treatment for
the millions of Iraqis he is responsible for killing.

 

A. Magnus

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Himmler 

locking down football goons from cheering their teams -- has dispersed the last
concentration of men in the UK who might fight back.

let's hope they arise and fight back against this!! 

21st.century

#

#
6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Bliar, Tony Fauxi... two phoney Tony's the world would be much better off without.
WolfgangIffans101

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

The fact that this war criminal is still alive tells you all you need to know about "justice"
- Blair and his ilk own the "justice" system, and it only applies to the useless eaters to keep
them in line.

Unless and until the masses take justice into their own hands, psychotic genocidal scum like
Blair will continue tightening the screws.

LeadPipeDreams

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 week ago

Pure evil…why isn’t this psycho behind bars or dead?
Someozs

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Just one more name to add to the list for crimes against humanity.
EnoughBS21

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

“Tony Blair is a hypocrite. He lied before he initiated the war in Yugoslavia too, Oleg Yurin, a
political scientist at Oxford University told Pravda.Ru. He claimed back then that he
personally knew how the evil Serbs killed 100,000 Kosovar-Albanians. He said he knew
where they were buried. He initiated the war in Yugoslavia! Why doesn’t he start with an
apology for that?”

“For whom did Blair apologize while being in the United States? Was it an apology for
himself? To apologize for the deaths of 2 million Iraqis...?”

https://newspunch.com/tony-blair-remains-a-liar-murderer-hypocrite-lapdog/

NAV

“I can say that I apologize for the fact that the intelligence we
received was-was wrong. I could also apologize, by the way, for
some of the mistakes in planning and certainly our mistaken in our
understanding of what would happen once you removed the
regime. But I find it hard to apologize for removing Saddam. I think,
even from today in 2015, it is better that he’s not there than that he
is there”.

#

#

http://pravda.ru/
https://newspunch.com/tony-blair-remains-a-liar-murderer-hypocrite-lapdog/
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

You mean the 100k "dead" Albanians who mysteriously could never be found even
after a team went in and couldn't differentiate the dead, those that they DID find,
between Albanian and non Albanian, and by whose hand?

InnerCynic

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair should be hung for treason and crimes against humanity.
The Mason

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair sounding more like a cornered animal than ever.
curiousweb

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

The bowels of hell briefly open to allow Blair to surface and relay a message. Hard to believe
he's repeating the illogic of:

"If someone simply chooses not to get vaccinated, I mean frankly that’s their choice,
you’re not discriminating against them, they’ve chosen not to do it,”

If I point a gun in your face and say "hand over your valuables, or I'll shoot you" is that
coercion or a choice?

Blair. Disgusting.

ZeroHegemony

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony who has pandemic knowledge?

This must mean he is in on the game.

you_do

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Go to 17-50 and just listen - this is his second in charge when he was Prime Minister ...
who then became Prime Minister himself

https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-9th-june-2021

 

Bob - Enough

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

allow millions of people into your country from India and Pakistan - ok

allow unvaccinated British people freedom to move around - not ok

lie about WMD in Iraq to go to war - ok

no discrimination towards your own people - not ok

 

ManOnFirst

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

According to the directorate of health in Iceland, Iceland has now achieved herd immunity
against the sars virus that causes covid.

So there is no need for me to be vaccinated.

It will be interesting to watch how this experiment goes.

 

Griffin

#

#

https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-9th-june-2021
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

I expect it will go that as people start dying in large numbers next flu season they'll
claim it's all new covid strains and they'll blame you and I. They'll do their best to
suppress that it's nearly all inoculated people that are dropping. Also new covid
symptoms will include all the "rare" deadly and debilitating conditions that are already
occuring to the vaxxed.

Sparehead

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

the first vaccinated only cruise ship just reported covid cases. I tell you.....smh....

first ...you test positive for covid because you have antibodies, half the country,
because you have had it in the past

second.... the shot doesn't prevent it, but makes it worse for people if they get a
shot and have had covid..

and three....the 'shot' doesn't protect people from getting it apparently

 

Carolynn55

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

It is not unlikely as adverse effects of the drugs start to come to light, as usually
happens in all experiments, the big drug companies will try to scratch over their shit
by trying to make it look like something else.

Griffin

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

It doesn't make sense to treat healthy individuals the same as the morbidly obese with
underlying conditions either. That is a slippery slope logical fallacy, Tony.

SwmngwShrks

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 week ago

the jab/stab/injections neither cure "sufferers" or prevent transmission.

the only statistical difference in outcomes is the deaths and injuries CAUSED BY THE
VACCINES.

next week, recoveries from "cases" will breach 160 million out of 176 million - for a recovery
rate of 91% - without any help from the injections of pathogenic spike proteins contained in
the jab/stabs.

coverage of this milestone by the MSM?

ZERO

(there is also no investigation or coverage of why the "active" cases in the US are still above
5.3 million (almost half of all "active" cases globally - the fraud is breathtaking - so is
complete avoidance of the direct costs of masks in the US (5 bucks times 2 a week times
150 million "karens" for 75 weeks = 112 billion PLUS 300 million jabs/stabs at 50 bucks a
pop all up = 15 billion PLUS 375 million tests SO FAR at 20 bucks a pop =7.5 billon for a US
total of around 135 billion PLUS the direct welfare checks of the odd 1.9 trillion plus 2 trillion
PLUS the shutdown of business etc - call it 5 trillion from the US KAKISTOCRACY.

multiply that by 1.5 for the cost in Europe and divide by 5 for the cost to the UK.)

 

hooligan2009
#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

CORONAVIRUS is just the SYMPTOM

COMMUNISM is actually the DISEASE

LEEPERMAX

#

#
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6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

First let's be clear the Covid-19 Jab is not a vaccine. The Covid-19 Jab is a mRNA modifier.
If the Covid-19 mRNA modifier Jab was a vaccine then you wouldn't catch Covid-19 after
receiving it.  And we know for a fact that people who have received the jab later got Covid-
19. So let's stop the BS.  Another fact we now know is the mask, niqab, face diaper
whatever you call it don't do a damn thing from stopping you from getting Covid-19. But the
authorities are still pushing it as if they are living under a rock, which they do. Now we come
to Tony Blair an authority figure, an establishment empty SUIT. Just who is he working for
since it's clear that he not working England's citizens looking out for their interests and
protecting them? When are the sheople going to learn that the WOLFS wear SUITS and are
feeding on them.

Peon14
#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

No he does not work for the English citizenry. He works for the NWO :) 

NIRP-BTFD

“It’s going to be a new world altogether,” Blair proclaimed,
adding “The sooner we grasp that and start to put in place
the decisions [needed for a] deep impact over the coming
years the better.”

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Except when you get married the wolf wears a brides dress
captain noob

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

My wife is more of a dragon though. 
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Because she smokes?
captain noob

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

...or perhaps smokin hot?
ClamJammer

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Especially in Blair’s case, Cheryl is one scary doll and a scouser.
Butinben

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

This coming from the guy who followed W into Iraq.

Who is more foolish?  The fool, or the fool who follows him?

uncle_duke

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

he has gotten very very rich joining Bush and killing all those people.
CheapBastard

#

#
10 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Blair has gotten very rich invading Eye-Rack.
CheapBastard

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

followed? Do you even remember the British "dodgy dossier"?
WolfgangIffans101

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Better ask Trump...
Tinfoil Masker

#

#
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6 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Unvaccinated who have no symptoms are probably immune.  At this time, everyone has
been exposed.

Lockdowns ARE NOT SCIENCE....THEY ARE FEAR.

Thebighouse
#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Will Blair ever be charged with war crimes for killing thousands of innocent civilians in the
middle east?

CheapBastard

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

What an f-ing cvnt as our British friends would say.
VideoEng_NC

#

#
2 Reply"

1 week ago

I remember a poster on here years ago "InTheMix96" I think it was, who could do that
British trash talk to perfection. (In text no less). The lack of bleeding fycking expletives 
seems to have driven him away.

Thanks for stifling the creative, google. 

AlbinoBlackRabbit

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Did they ask how many Brits think Tony Blair should be under lock down?

I think it's only fair.

Revolution_starts_now

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Yeah, but he should be under literal lockdown in prison for being a war criminal.
fackbankz

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

I'm confused.  The vaccines don't prevent infection or transmission of Covid.  Allegedly, the
vaccinated are less likely to develop a serious case requiring hospitalization?  If the
unvaccinated want to take this risk, what's it to anyone else?  If the vaccine is so effective,
the unvaccinated are no danger to them.  So what is his logic on this? 

PS - covid is a scam, just discussing based on what this POS is saying.

 

flim_flam_man
#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Someone needs to vaccinate this guy.
ThePetey

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Yes, with all the unused jabs that sensible people decline to take.
smacker

#

#
5 Reply"

1 week ago

Ah.  Tony Blair.  Another person we really need to commit seppuku.  Have BoJo do it with
you!  A bipartisan seppuku

t0mmyBerg

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Isn't that 

%

WAR CRIMINAL

%

 in GITMO yet?
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is one of Britains most hated individuals. Not only he took our country to war but
he robbed our pensions.

TREE MAN

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

We have our own version in the US, called Mitt Robme.
BorraChoom

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Now he wants you all TESTED & TAGGED for his DEEP STATE mates.
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Biden is 'quietly' closing GITMO.
hanekhw

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Perhaps Britain should make June 21st 'Indict Tony Blair Day'.

Such brazen behavior for someone with so much to lose by popping back up on the Radar;
just like GWB. They truly believe that they are untouchable.

anti-bolshevik

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Anthony, you idiot....

The vaccines don't work and neither do lock downs.

Moron.

 

squid

 

squid

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

Am I the only one who's having a hard time seeing how not one of these psychopaths has
acquired a third eye yet? World wide not one?

Hoss N. Pfeffer
#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Vaksinnated banned from air travel in Russia and Spain due to blood clots

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/06/vaksinnated-banned-from-air-travel-in-russia-and-spain-
due-to-blood-clots/

https://mpr21.info/las-aerolineas-se-enfrentan-al-problema-de-los-coagulos-con-
recomendaciones-de-no-viajar-a-las-personas-vacunadas/

 

WOW..I Never Thought It Was A Problem, But I Was Definitely "WRONG".

El_Puerco

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Fabian
Tinfoil Masker

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Someone should follow this tw@t 24/7 and report every single incident where he fails to
follow the rules - which I suspect will be many.

This maggot needs stomping.

kellys_eye

#

#

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/06/vaksinnated-banned-from-air-travel-in-russia-and-spain-due-to-blood-clots/
https://mpr21.info/las-aerolineas-se-enfrentan-al-problema-de-los-coagulos-con-recomendaciones-de-no-viajar-a-las-personas-vacunadas/
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

All four of the mRNA "vaccination" manufacturers, Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, and J&J,
are partners with the WEF. 

https://www.weforum.org/partners

hoytmonger
#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Not to split hairs, but unlike the others J&J's vaccine is a NON-mRNA type.
https://www.vcuhealth.org/news/covid-19/johnson-and-johnson-vaccine-how-is-it-
different

Blackdawg7

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It works in the same way, but never mind; so does the AZ. 
Bob - Enough

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

A vaccine that causes blood clots.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

That's interesting, and thanks for the link.

Especially since the J&J vaxx has the lowest incidence of deaths and adverse side
effects.

hoytmonger

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

It doesn’t use mRNA, but it still makes your body produce the spike protein. So still
a toxic shot. Same for the AZ jab.

gloe

#

#

https://www.weforum.org/partners
https://www.vcuhealth.org/news/covid-19/johnson-and-johnson-vaccine-how-is-it-different
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, who leads the globalist stronghold called the Tony
Blair Institute for Global Change, said in a recorded message that digital IDs were a “natural
evolution of the way that we’re going to use technology in any event to transact daily life,
and this COVID crisis gives an additional reason for doing that.”

https://leozagami.com/2020/06/13/mark-of-the-beast-tony-blair-and-the-end-times-plan-to-
enslave-you/  

Enraged
#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The mask. Those dead eyes. This swine should be on a scaffold with a noose around his
neck. Anyway, if the vaccinated people aren't immune from the virus (that doesn't exist),
which they aren't according to the makers of the shots, then I as an unvaccinated person am
of equal standing with them.

deadcat2

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

it would be better for zionazis to register as the enemy of the people with a seeing eye
tattooed on their forehead.

besnook10

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair Institute for Global Change   https://institute.global  
Enraged

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

I pray he takes his place next to McCain
InnerCynic

#

#

https://leozagami.com/2020/06/13/mark-of-the-beast-tony-blair-and-the-end-times-plan-to-enslave-you/
https://institute.global/
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

Globalist Scumbag
MFL5591

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

The one good point I took from Tony Blairs sermon…He looks very scared - like their
Plandemic is starting to unravel…I don’t think he would pop his head out of his hole if there
wasn’t trouble.

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

I thought vaccinations protected you from the virus… those who want the vaccination have
the opportunity to get them and the ones that don’t - so what..?

Get your vaccine and shut your f#cking mouth…The sooner you realize you don’t control
free people the better off you’ll be Tony.

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 week ago

no, they don't protect you from the virus - it's just that if you get it, the symptoms will
be milder.  You can still infect other people as well.

ManOnFirst

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Then what good are they, you effing moron?
RedSeaPedestrian

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I never said I was for them.  Just giving you the facts, you Yi  dfuc
ManOnFirst

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

Let those get the vaccines and go about their lives with the assumption they will get
mild symptoms and those that aren’t vaccinated let them go about their lives.. this
game of controlling individuals in the name of a flu virus is getting absurd.

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Basically the vax is the equivalent of two Tylenol cold and flu, extra strength, but
with potentially deadly and long lasting side effects.

armageddon251

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair can go fv ck himself sideways. War criminal.
GutterPrayer

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Don't do it. They're pushing hard now because the deaths and health problems are getting
close to where they won't be able to suppress them.

Sparehead

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/fda-tells-johnson-johnson-dump-60-
million-tainted-covid-vaccine-doses/

Carolynn55

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Lockstep
DbePrepared

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/fda-tells-johnson-johnson-dump-60-million-tainted-covid-vaccine-doses/
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Trust the plan.
Gekko Jr

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Q was the most evil invention since Blairism.
Argon1

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

These vaccines DO NOT WORK! It was all about MONEY and these companies who
produced vaccines do not give a damn about us!

READ - https://breaking911.com/2-passengers-on-first-fully-vaccinated-north-american-
cruise-test-positive-for-covid/

This is probably the 20th similar cases I've read.

Magnix

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

 

.

frostedraisin

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony had his kick at the can. Now like all the rest he should just STFU.  He wont though
because folks like him think they will die if their mouth stops moving. 

Berkleyboy

#

#

https://breaking911.com/2-passengers-on-first-fully-vaccinated-north-american-cruise-test-positive-for-covid/
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5 Reply"

1 week ago

It's kind of sad when old people go senile....

Joe Biden... Tony Blair....

Keith Olbermann....

They start doing things like shouting at clouds, and making asinine statements where they
completely forget what discrimination is.

Patmos

“If someone simply chooses not to get vaccinated, I mean
frankly that’s their choice, you’re not discriminating against
them...” said Blair.

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

says the war criminal.
mel3

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

a war criminal who surrounded to the orders of nefarious Bush junior...
Ted Baker

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Just stick to your 100k gbp an hour 'speeches' you elitist Cnut !
AG900

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

He deserves a slap so hard it can heard around the world. Evil is EVERYWHERE. 
HabitualLineStepper

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Tony Blair is a convicted war criminal

https://www.rt.com/news/court-bush-blair-iraq-043/

ItsAllBollocks
#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Governments want to violate human rights using the pretense that those who refuse to
vaccinate pose a health risk to other people, yet there is no data whatsoever to prove this
vapid claim. If anything their poison injections have caused thousands of deaths and untold
number of unwanted side-effects including blood clots, heart congestion, stroke, paralysis,
etc.

Blair the Freemason wants his NWO but can't have it so long as the majority refuse to
comply.

Fluff The Cat

“It’s going to be a new world altogether,” Blair proclaimed,
adding “The sooner we grasp that and start to put in place the
decisions [needed for a] deep impact over the coming years the
better.”

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Freemason, Catholic and Fenian Society member, there is some strange link, along
with Gay underage sex in a toilet to become a candidate for the Labour Party.

Argon1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

I'm Catholic. He's not. Neither is Biden nor Pelosi. They're all Zionists who bend the
knee to World Judea.

https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5417-stat-veritas-the-
great-reset-the-latest-great-lie

Fluff The Cat

#

#

https://www.rt.com/news/court-bush-blair-iraq-043/
https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5417-stat-veritas-the-great-reset-the-latest-great-lie
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Reply"

1 week ago

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2009/aug/28/blair-conversion-catholicism
Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Anyone can call themselves Catholic. Look at his actions, his warmongering,
his willingness to violate human rights. No way is this compatible with our faith.
He's Catholic in name only.

Fluff The Cat
#

#

1 week ago

Should have had him excommunicated then. Its not as if hes not been with
you for a while 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/7157409.stm

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4455159/tony-blair-meets-pope-francis-
days-after-admitting-we-do-need-immigration-curbs-because-as-pm-he-
allowed-eu-migration-to-soar/

Argon1

#

#

1

1 week ago

I'm not in a position to excommunicate anyone. I can only tell you what I
observe, that his actions are incompatible with the faith.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2009/aug/28/blair-conversion-catholicism
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/7157409.stm
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4455159/tony-blair-meets-pope-francis-days-after-admitting-we-do-need-immigration-curbs-because-as-pm-he-allowed-eu-migration-to-soar/
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7 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

It doesn't even make sense. If you are vaccinated you are supposed to be immune.
Hence the unvaxxed are only a "threat" to each other. The vaccinated person is safe!

What they really want is to control us with certificates" Now its the vaccination
certificate, next will be the red meat certificate, the co2 certificate followed by the body
fat certificate. 

NIRP-BTFD

those who refuse to vaccinate pose a health risk to other
people,

 

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Covid-19 is a hoax and they know it, a word substitution for coronavirus. That's all it
is. They're just trying to get their 5G communist NWO off the ground by injecting
everyone with their poison crap.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

And the no shagging certificate.

good post by the way,

Butinben

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Part of the great reset is to limit meat eating to just an occasional treat.  So you will
have your meat allowance on your digital device, like coupons during the war. So
you have to present your digital certificate to be validated every time you buy some
meat.  It could happen.

gloe

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

I have a feeling the midget from France will surpass Blair for pure no respect . 
Soloamber

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

A vaccine passport , followed by a social value passport , followed by a chip insert ,
followed by a ring in your nose . 

Shut the F up Blair you commie pinko . 

Soloamber

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Hey Tony, last time anyone looked there was a reason you got voted out of office.
SquadronVBF94

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Crimes against humanity. They should all be hung out to dry. Tarred and feathered.
gloe

#

#
4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Tony Blair should be in prison

ThatBoomerBoiii

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

What about killer George W Bush ?
Nycmia37

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Time for the Revolution.
Ted K.

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

I wish Blair as much pain as possible during his last hours on this Planet. One of the
supreme psychos to be in such a position.

LA_Goldbug
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

How is this bankster whore not behind bars yet?!?
Looks like they have a new flavour for NWO: “It’s going to be a new world altogether”

negotiator

#

#

4 1 Reply"

1 week ago

The British have become a bunch of puzzies.  
Kernel Sanders

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

One globalist MP assassinated, one reverse truck of peace, countless individual
actions

Where's 400 million guns got you?

AlfieDolittle

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

The game ain't over yet.
Horseless Headsman

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Its the ability to shoot straight - through or avoiding armor which counts.

400 million guns - perhaps 5 million with the right ammunition and people who know
how to use them correctly.

Argon1

#

#

1 week agoJOHNLGALT.
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The Nuremberg Code 1947      Permissible Medical Experiments

The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain types of medical
experiments on human beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform
to the ethics of the medical profession generally. The protagonists of the practice of human
experimentation justify their views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the
good of society that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree,
however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical and
legal concepts:

1.     The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be
able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud,
deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should
have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter
element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental
subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and
hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may
possibly come from his participation in the experiment.

2.     The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.

3.     The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.

4.     The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem
under study that the anticipated results justify the performance of the experiment.

5.     The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental suffering and injury.

6.     No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
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4 Reply"

experimental physicians also serve as subjects.

7.     The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.

8.     Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability or death.

9.     The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of
those who conduct or engage in the experiment.

10. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty to bring the
experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where continuation of
the experiment seems to him to be impossible.

11. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise
of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgment required of him, that a continuation of
the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.

               
                                                                                                                        _JOHNLGALT.

&

.

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

You know what, the jabs won’t be experimental much longer.  The FDA is totally
corrupt.  They just approved a new Alzheimer’s drug that had no proof it works.
Literally. The FDA advisory committee did not vote for it, 10 of the 11 members voted
against it. The 11th said “not enough information.” FDA approved it anyway. Expected
to cost $56,000 a year.  It will bankrupt Medicare.  Three of the advisory members quit
over this. You think they won’t give regular approval for the jabs this year? The pharma
companies have already applied. It’s coming. Then no one can argue “it’s
experimental” anymore.  And they’re jabbing kids. In Israel, the jabs caused 25x more
myocarditis in young people (mostly men) than in the unjabbed. Not 25% more, 25
times more. Yet, the jabs continue. 

gloe

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

I wish a fate worse than death for corrupt evil nazis like this.
bloostar

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Jimmy Saville's mate Tony Blair still giving advice is he?
JOHNLGALT.

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

What are fiends for ?
Argon1

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

99.8 percent survivability rate... tell me how you factored that in???? because you DIDN'T!
S.T. Rooster

#

#
4 Reply"

1 week ago

Why would anyone care what this has-been says?

He was a waste of skin then as he is now. Talk about divisive people, just drag out this old
git and listen to his rambling idiocy..

glenlloyd

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

I care what LITTLE BOOTS BLAIR says because just like LITTLE BOOTS BIDEN he is
spouting the mantra of the Deep State that owns him and they intend to bury us.

NAV

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony "war criminal " B-LIAR, should STFU. 

If anybody should be in lockdown it's that despicable bast-rd.

A suitable lockdown could be arranged in the Tower of London 

adonisdemilo
#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Only the snowflakes are wearing masks now in my area of Montana. Everyone is done with
it. 

Mad Muppet

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony should be under permanent lockup for his mass murdering ways. His opinions mean
nothing.

messystateofaffairs

#

#
2 Reply"

1 week ago

He pretty much is, guarded 24/7, he probably wouldn't last 5 minutes if he ventured out
alone, any sane Briton would have no choice but to bludgeon him to death with the
nearest heavy object and damn the consequences.

AlfieDolittle

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Ah, Yes; I forgot his part in the hysteria about the 'weapons of mass destruction' in Iraq
and the decade plus long occupation.

The Competent Man

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

How can he say that when the vaccines are still classified as "experimental". Another words
he's phyuyking idiot who couldn't care less about the outcome. 

yerfej
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Their experimental, but 'BECUASE ITS COVID' we change the rules to whatever the
Karens/Darens of the world want to make them feel better; since NO ONE has the
nerve to tell hysterical people to STFU anymore.

The Competent Man

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

He's clearly following orders.  From who though?
ItsDanger

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

The devil.
Geoff777

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Tony has not aged well. He is only 68, looks more like 80+.  It must be radiation from the
Iraqi WMDs.

NorthernEuropean

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

It may be wishful thinking, but to me he looks like he's frightened.
Geoff777

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Enough of this Big Gov Big Pharma/Corps Medical Theory Fraud, Crimes Against Humanity,
False Flag Psy Op.

You know what, the People of the planet should lock all Big Gov Politicians and all their
agents, including Big Pharma/Corps up, period.

Lock people up, they are insane.

Slavery 2021, under Medical Theory Fraud Crimes against Humanity.

#LOCKPOLITICIANSUP

Gunston_Nutbush_Hall
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair and George Bush, partners in crime, should have been placed in prison decades
ago.

Snakerockhiker

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Hung.
Bob - Enough

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Hung. Then drawn. Then quartered.  lets have a bit of tradition!. Or, as an alternative,
broken on the wheel on parliament green.  They could sell tickets.

Sadly, Tony abolished the death penalty for treason as one of his first acts as PM, so
it might not be legal.  I wonder why?.

But how could one wish that fate on the Philanthropist of the year?

Tony Blair Accepts Philanthropist Of The Year Award | Men Of The Year Awards 2014
| British GQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo53rclDpH4

Our masters simply do not get irony (or self awareness) , do they?.

Porcoimundo

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Says the mass-murderer.
Zandalf

#

#
4 Reply"

1 week ago

You ever notice "politicians/leaders" that are gung ho for oppression are always short,
always.

koan

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago

Joseph Stalin was 5’3” tall and weighed 154 lbs.
NAV

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

What happen to "natural acquired immunity" ? the 2021 forbidden words. That's the only
reason why corpses were not littering the streets last year. All those dangerous vaccines are
trying to acheive that gold standard without much success, even with repeated shots.

armageddon251

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo53rclDpH4
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

What virus?

Should be obvious by now.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

TWAT
Hareld

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony the Paranoid who used to sit naked in his Number 10 office wants all the babies
GMOd.

Gone

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

"Tony Blair implied that those who choose not to be vaccinated should be
discriminated against by remaining under lockdown restrictions..."

Why?  If the experimental "vaccines" work, then unvaccinated people are no threat to
people that are vaccinated...It's not a "choice" if people are imprisoned in their homes and
lose their jobs for not getting the jab....We all know where this is headed...in a year or less
the globalists will be using forced vaccinations In the UK and EU if they don't get 100%
compliance...in the US they will have to tread more carefully because they know they could
get a different kind of "shot" in return....

runningman18

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair was a peace envoy for the Middle East.  I can't think of anyone less suitable for
such a post.

I have long advocated the death penalty for Bliar.  He is one of the worst scumbags out
there and undoubtably the most hated person in the UK. 

Know thyself
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is George Soros without the billion-plus bank balance. The consummate globalist
parasite. Quick someone put a stake through his chest...don't worry he isn't human.
The soul left that body decades ago.

Wasn't Blair in charge as British PM 20 or so years ago when the gambling industry
was really freed up in the UK? Unrestricted gambling -- the perfect way to undermine,
impoverish and corrode a community. Thanks, Tony!

risk.averse

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Nobody likes you, Tony. Pack up your shit and go take a dirt nap.
WolfgangIffans101

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

Add him to the list of Fossil Fools that need to go away forever.
pfedderman

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

And here we go.....
NotMyCircus

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

As Gates implied in his 2010 Ted Talk healthcare treatment will be withheld to reduce the P
in his equation.

P= populations. 

In this week's edition of the Highwire they discuss how effective use of Ivermectin stopped
as good treatment for Covid in India. (starts around 35 min into full video)

This is a prime example of what the psychopaths like Gates and Rockefellers intend to do
with healthcare. You can expect to see more examples of the lack of effective healthcare in
the future. It's the plan! 

Segment of discussion.

https://thehighwire.com/videos/india-divided-over-lifesaving-covid-treatment/

pmc
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Bill gates death panels. So much for life, liberty and so on......
DayWear

#

#

5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Now  it also makes sense to me that thousands of clinics and hospitals had to close
during this "pandemic" and proclaimed "health crisis of the century".  

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

How much sense does it make if real to close the very institutions that can deal with
an outbreak, unless the intention is to deny people healthcare to reduce the P . 

pmc

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Also lets not forget.. they want to replace your GP with ai driven telehealth. You can be
sure that your telehealth diagnosis will be really shite and millions will die from it.

NIRP-BTFD

#

#

https://thehighwire.com/videos/india-divided-over-lifesaving-covid-treatment/
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Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

They're trying to get (force) everyone to be injected  with an EXPERIMENTAL 
"vaccine" with all it's side effects. It's a time bomb for your immune system,
destroying it.

When most people become ill in a few years they WILL deny them proper health
services and allow them to die.  

In one of Gates' videos he talks about denying healthcare to elderly and reasons it's
better not to treat illness for elderly in the last few years of life rather than pay out
large sums in order to save government costs/budgets.

The little sneak never mentions health insurance companies, like Blue Cross or
United Health, who really pay a large part for those treatments, which is the greater
part of payments! He is invested in healthcare companies so to deny health care to
the elderly would improve his profits.

To deny payments is really saving those companies money and improves profits. Bill
Gates is one of the biggest con men around while lying to you with a smile on his
face!    

   https://www.ehealthinsurance.com/health-insurance-companies

Additional reading

https://www.managedhealthcareexecutive.com/view/the-pandemic-one-year-in-
despite-large-profits-in-2020-health-insurers-see-volatility-ahead

pmc

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

G7 leaders handle the world's most deadliest medical condition by fawning over each other
and getting lovey dovey.  Film at 11:00.

Gekko Jr

#

#

https://www.ehealthinsurance.com/health-insurance-companies
https://www.managedhealthcareexecutive.com/view/the-pandemic-one-year-in-despite-large-profits-in-2020-health-insurers-see-volatility-ahead
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

I always hated that globalist/communist yellow toothed fnck.
de tocqueville's ghost

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

.... and by unvaccinated, he means UNCONTROLLED... '
Eyes Opened

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

because they can infect vaccinated people?? this is so stoopid
cassotto

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Get a fake certificate while you can. 

lambda

#

#
4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Says the purveyor of cabal satanic propaganda and the B.S about wmd in Iraq. If there was
ever a reason to know the vaccine angle is rigged, this fk’n prick just confirmed it! Stay the
hell away from their poisonous jabs, Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine work!

ddiduck

#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago

These psycho tyrants should be locked down/up.
taglady

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Well at least that way the unvaccinated won’t breathe spike proteins and get mad cow
disease

UnpatrioticHoarder

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 week ago

I wonder if he knows lockdowns were invented by a 14-year old? Or cares...
dlfield

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

By definition, Tony Blair is a war criminal. Why is he not in prison?
HAugust

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Let’s make sure Tony Blair and his entire family are fully Covid 19 vaxxed folks. Patriots in
England with a medical license- let’s make sure Tony got his Covid vax. Take him in for a
blood test to see if the Covid spike proteins are being produced in his cells. Then do the
magnet test as a back- up. 
 

if little Tony Blair ain’t Covid 19-20-21  vaxxed then vax him. Repeat with his wife and
children. Repeat as necessary, so Tony and his family can have the freedom they seek for
each and everyone. 

Befits

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Hey Mr. War Criminal Blair, can't you just go back under your rock and stay there. Nobody
cares about anything you have to say!!!

tornado77

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

I have not see a single attempt to explain how closing the border between Germany and
Denmark or Germany and Holland, when both countries have similar infection pressures,
can possibly do any good. People are free to travel anywhere in their own country, but
crossing the border between Seattle and Vancouver or Vermont and Quebec is somehow
damming in Covid infections. Normally this only makes sense if you have a local outbreak
and are attempting to prevent it from getting outside the outbreak zone, not when it's
already everywhere.

I just don't get it, and have not seen a single attempt at an explanation.

Itinerant
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

The vast majority of people don't think that deeply, they just follow orders blindly.
LA_Goldbug

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

There is no explanation.  The Canadian border is closed and the southern border is
open to hordes of sick destitute indigents, gang members, and murderers.  2+2=5 if
you've seen a micro aggression.  Fake presidents, fake illnesses, fake vaccines, fake
tits, fake news, fake genders, fake everything.  The third seal has been broken, this
is the end game.

Atam Gits

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Because the European Commission has been working on a vaccine-passport since
2017? And need acceptance.

Dutchdope

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Chilcot inquiry didn't land this psycho in prison? Now he lives to be a fascist another day.
jmc8888

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

How about Tony Blair be locked down permanently in an asylum for the criminally insane
from where he will only imagine that his pronouncements are being aired to the world.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Rot in hell Tony, for all the pain and misery you and your buddy Bush 2 have inflicted on this
planet.

Games Without Frontiers

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

So the globalists are rolling out this demon now are they?

They must be desperate if that is the best they can do.

Don't you just know that old Tony will live to be about 110 years old like Kissinger and Soros
and the rest?

Definitely one of the chosen ones.

Citizen 5000

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

Bargain basement has been....
Old Ladybug

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

You have to ask why the most despised man in Britain who should be in jail, is given a
platform to air his Globalist views? ( for which he has been handsomely rewarded) The
answer of course, is that the corporate media are bought and paid for stenographers
spouting the Globalist narrative. The good news is their hold on control of the masses is
breaking down exponentially.

activisor

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

1. Whatever creature Blair says, the British public are against, you`d think the Elite would
have realised that by now and shoved him back under the rock they found him under.

2. Creature Blair has the blood of thousands on his hands, he should be hung, and I would
happily place the rope around his neck.

Greed is King
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

So glad I no longer live in the UK.  Things are not that bad here in rural Oregon, but we do
have our share of Karens, and the health "authorities" can ramp up the number of
"cases" whenever the decision is made to restrict our freedoms.  It's irritating, but I've been
able to work around most of the BS.  Not so for my family in England.  My elderly aunties
have been thoroughly traumatized, and are afraid to fart without a mask over their ass.

fishwharf

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Holy Crap! Oregon is better than the UK?

Those Brits are going to need to take the bit in their mouth and resist in some
meaningful way, or kneel to the new order.

Horseless Headsman

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

my wife went to the UK in january to deal with elderly parents

next thing i know she's had the 'vaccine'

i'm dumbfounded

i'll never have a fake vaccine or their fake tests

i moved from virginia to florida to avoid gov blackface klansman's bullshit

i feel like i don't even know my wife anymore

onemorething

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Many more in your situation including me.
DancingDragon

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Man that sucks.  My wife is super vax in general but I think I have wore her out
with my constant bleating over the past 12 months about not taking the new
“vaccine.”  My brother and his wife got the COVID shot a few weeks ago to travel
overseas. I told my brother not to get it and now a fing  magnet sticks on his arm.
 I got him to let me stick the magnet on his arm in front of my wife.  She was
speechless when she saw  it. He is a good sport about it but All he says now is
that he’s dead soon.  Says he’s not getting the boosters no matter what. 

kscubfan
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

the humour is appreciated but do get the jab - or are you sooo dumb!

you anti-vax twits in here just don't seem to realise that you have ZERO
immunity to the virus. It is not like other viruses. This means if you don't get a
jab you WILL catch the virus and the spike proteins you have read about will
flood your body because the virus will be uncontrolled

giving the advice you do you may be killing people - effing idiot

 

pernickety

#

#

2

6 days ago

Be gone troll. 
Arielle

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

geez man - are you that dumb

if you don't get a jab you WILL catch the virus - it is not going away and you have
ZERO immunity

you have probably read about spike proteins? they are what the virus produce in
billions and billions completely uncontrolled if you don't have a jab.

what an iodiot

pernickety

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

@Pernickety You seem to be speaking from a position of authority, which is
interesting because science doesn't know what the fuch is going on. One day it's
this, and another day it's that. The shit is so new, science is still trying to figure
out this COVID mess.

I tested positive two months ago. I had a few symptoms, dry cough, loss of taste
and smell for at least a week. Maybe a little tired but not broken down exhausted.
I actually thought my allergies where kicking up. So I went to my doc who sent
me to get tested just to make sure. Came back positive. My doc immediately
prescribed the I-MASK+ protocol for outpatients (ivermectin + various vitamins
and minerals). After a week felt better and taste/smell returned slowly back.

Wife tested positive too, the same day I did (she had similar symptoms as I,
though hers set in about a week or two before mine). She basically did the I-
MASK+ protocol but w/o the ivermectin (she didn't want to take it). It took her at
least two weeks longer to get better than I did, but she recovered fine. We have a
couple kids in the house who never showed any symptoms.

So unless the PCR test was cranked way up, and was false, this over 40 couple
had COVID and made it though just fine. Even with those spike proteins flying
through body we made it though. No need to take the jab now as we have natural
immunity. If we get exposed to a variant of COVID down the road, the odds are
absolutely in our favor we recover and not end up a death statistic. No need to
take the jab and potentially face know complications when we have natural
immunity

FrankRizzo

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair still going on about WMD Weapons of Mass DECEPTION. 
Obamanism666

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

$ $ $ MUST WATCH VIDEO.

Killing you softly (Medical Professional says it is not about the CONvid-19)   Saturday,
June 12.

https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/06/killing-you-softly-2673306.html 

JOHNLGALT.
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

thanks for that.

a lttile behind the death rate. it is almost SIX thousand already with over 325,000
averse events reported (1% of actual? surely not 32.5 million adverse events??!!!)

hooligan2009

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Where is cancel culture when you need it.
45North1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

The Chilcot Report covers the reasons why Britain invaded Iraq, along with the United
States and its allies, it found that the prime minister reached a decision based on “flawed
intelligence and assessments”.  Saddam Hussein and his fabled Weapons of Mass
Destruction “posed no imminent threat”. 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20171123122743/http://www.iraqinquiry.org.uk/t
he-report/

https://countercurrents.org/2021/06/less-freedom-more-money-tony-blairs-vaccine-
passport/

Enraged

#

#

https://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2021/06/killing-you-softly-2673306.html
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20171123122743/http://www.iraqinquiry.org.uk/the-report/
https://countercurrents.org/2021/06/less-freedom-more-money-tony-blairs-vaccine-passport/
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3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Sadly, because of the way history is recorded, and the liars who carry sway in recording it,
the true facts that clearly reveal the abject stupidity of moron assholes like this will never be
fully known by future generations. They'll still have to find it in backchannel archives where it
will always be considered "questionable."

Pro_sanity
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It may have always been like that. Since few people were literate it would have been
relatively easy to accomplish. In any event, up vote for bringing up a very good point.

Haitian Snackout

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

“It’s going to be a new world altogether,” Blair proclaimed, adding “The sooner we
grasp that and start to put in place the decisions [needed for a] deep impact over the
coming years the better.”

And having people who can use their brains and refuse to listen to their crap is simply
unacceptable...right?  Sheeple is the way to go.   

MikeM

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

The word "we" is a big red flag. "We", plural, vs "you" singular. Leftists use this to make
themselves look like they have consensus. It's bull. 

zitch

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

When do we execute this guy?
Vaavi

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Not until he has finished the GENOCIDE, in line with the DEPOPULATION as
espoused in the GEORGIA GUIDESTONES.

JOHNLGALT.

#

#
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#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Two separate issues.

1.  "Vaccine":  Better drugs have been and are available now,
see: https://covid19criticalcare.com  but the agenda requires mass control of narrative and
your biological future.

2. because "Deep Impact":  what the techno elite knows and/or thinks it knows about
collapse ahead, either catabolic or catastrophic, and aspire to the Mr Wilford chair.

Regardless however, Tony's head on a spike would look about right.

tritumi
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

"Tony's head on a pike..."

There, fixed it for you.

glenlloyd

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Medieval fashion statements always welcome!
tritumi

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

This is what happens when you give up your guns.
Seal Team 6

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

When I had my AK-47, no one seemed to bother me.  Not even the police.

 

 

SubZero13

#

#

https://covid19criticalcare.com/
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

War criminals giving you advice on human health, freedom and the pursuit of happiness.

 

SubZero13
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

No matter from what country, always the crazy eyes.
Bostwick9

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

He's got very angry eyebrows.

"Look at the eyebrows. Those are attack eyebrows. You could take bottle tops off with
those. They’re cross. They’re crosser than the rest of his face. They’re independently
cross. They probably want to cede from the rest of his face, and set up their own
Independent State of Eyebrows.

 

Dr Phuckit

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

LOL. 
Bostwick9

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

How is this guy not in jail? 
at ease

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Does anyone remember the Movie "The seven deadly sins"?  It was a murder horror type
movie with each one of the deadly sinners dying by their SIN.  Example, Gluttony...that guy
was fed till he burst... communists or vaccines nazis would have a terrible ending too.  They
should add that...Eight deadly sin, the eight being injected till they burst.  It would be so
cathartic to see a movie like that.  I know it would never happen in real life but, it could be a
future movie script.

marieeiram
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I think the vaccinated meet their end as part of the "Walking Dead" series. 

But yes, bring it. Feel good movie of the year.

Bostwick9

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

"

$halom, Tony!

No-Go zone

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Man, the globalists are getting a ton of mileage out of that picture of Tony sodomizing that
dead pig’s mouth.

Yo Moolie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

That was Cameron, but never mind - same same.
Bob - Enough

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

That’s right.  Appreciate the correction.  Not convinced they don’t have the same on
Blair though.

Yo Moolie

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

We need to look again at distinguishing between those people who are wear SUITS and
those people who don’t because it really makes no sense to treat the two groups as if
they’re the same. The people who wear SUITS are really WOLFS and LEECHES sucking off
the working class.  Those who choose to be SUITS are not to be TRUSTED AND should be
discriminated against and sent off to reeducation camps.

Peon14
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

They should constantly vaccinate Blair until he changes his mind or dies. 

 

all-priced-in

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Forget about him changing his mind, just pump him full of this stuff until he explodes
deadcat2

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

War criminal Blair???

Recycle him.

Bring the collapse.

SPACE-CADET

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

SHUT UP - we are not recycling him !!.

(No anger at you)

 

 

Bob - Enough

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony has earned the N.Y. Salute and it is a four letter word.  So, let me roll up my sleeve to
be a guinea pig--no thanks Tony--let's see, a lab created virus by Fauci and others..then a
"vaccine" never tested with all kinds of unknowns--how about that Anthrax vacc...that
worked well for the troops--Fng A tony.

 

uspatriot1776
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Off topic but good news.  There was plenty of 223 available this week at two different stores
I went to!  Having said that I still hate to waste any but I could spare one for this ahole.  

Ignoredumbasses

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Lets get it on asholes stop teasing...Cowards 
Bill of Rights

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I second that motion as well. 
Bob - Enough

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

"Earthlings beware.

Look deeply into the character of those who are mandating your daily way of life.

Keep well in mind that violence is a God-Given option to be used against those that enslave
you."

Korg Klingon

One Moment Please

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Take me to your...
Hareld

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

This does make perfect sense because he’s a war criminal that was never held accountable
for his crimes. He is the perfect guy to employ to commit atrocities on ibis innocent fellow
countrymen. 

Dr. Gonzo

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

They started with the nerve gassing of their own in Salisbury, why stop there?

THAT was a 'tell'.

Jim in MN

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Free Assange, replace with Blair.

Problem solved.

Jim in MN

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Assange was done in by Pamela Andersons poison meal, with Biden you should have
noticed the CGI actor double who cant perform live by now.  Its been 5 years of no
public appearences after being bundled out of the embassy where every week he had
a public balcony conference to prove he still lived.

Argon1

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Vaccines are not necessary when there are therapeutics available to cure the
disease. Hydroxycholoquine has proven to be an effective treatment. Those that have been
infected with Covid19 have been found to have a vitamin D deficiency. A daily dose of a
minimum 10000iu will help protect along with other supplements such as Ester C, zinc, to
name a few. If you feel like you may have symptoms, you can start taking doses of Meso
Colloidal Silver (read the benefits of using this & keep in mind you will need to take a
probiotic to put back good bacteria, as Colloidal Silver kills ALL bacteria - good & bad)

 

OSassy1
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair is a evil pervert of the highest order. Even Satan would avoid him!
Perfecthedge

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Dear Tony Blair 

Hell is full - FO.

Bob - Enough

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Bliar Satan personified, look at those eyes!

Tony Blair, and the End Times plan to enslave you

Now former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, one of the biggest criminals of the New World
Order, who leads the globalist stronghold called the Tony Blair Institute for Global Change.
Men or mice that is the question?

Butinben

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

WW2 kabuki.   The elites were on both sides. The English never defeated
nazism/elites/globalists.   They just changed their hats.  Serfdom never ended in England
and most of Europe. 

Freddie
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony, that’s a good way to get shot. Wonder when Brits will say “Enough’s enough!”
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

This from Gateway Pundit today. Surprised it isn't headlines all over.

FDA tells Johnson and Johnson to toss out 60 million tainted covid 'shots'...

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/fda-tells-johnson-johnson-dump-60-million-
tainted-covid-vaccine-doses/

Carolynn55

#

#

6 Reply"

1 week ago

Are there untainted ones? Asking for a friend.
Haitian Snackout

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

good point

Carolynn55

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/fda-tells-johnson-johnson-dump-60-million-tainted-covid-vaccine-doses/
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Reply"

1 week ago

It is all over....that and the ten million doses that 'they' are still going to use even
though they're from the same place.

https://wtop.com/coronavirus/2021/06/ap-source-jj-doses-to-be-released-but-many-
will-be-tossed/

 

Jim in MN

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Do Not Take The Vaccine If You've Had COVID | Covid Call To Humanity

The only science "the experts" and people like Blair care about is the science that says you
must get the jab.  Anything that says otherwise, apparently, goes against this "settled
science".

CosmoJoe

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Exactly; the same group of powerful and wealthy elites (and MSM) who warned us of
the existential threat of climate change are now leading the same vaccines drive.
 Coincidence?  It’s all about controlling you, they don’t give a damn about you.  

Pioneer.Valley.Man

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

I hope the grim reaper comes for him soon.
CosmoJoe

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony will die old in bed, they all do. Its X22 Q nonsense to believe otherwise.
Argon1

#

#

https://wtop.com/coronavirus/2021/06/ap-source-jj-doses-to-be-released-but-many-will-be-tossed/
https://covidcalltohumanity.org/2021/06/07/do-not-take-the-vaccine-if-youve-had-covid/
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

Breaking News:  A comprehensive list of things .guv have done well has been compiled
with a full, unabridged list included:

______

Gekko Jr
#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is a fascist in the pocket of whoever stumps up the money. This would indicate Gates
or Pharma are dropping a few dollars in his bank account.

Gravel Rash

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

You can't reason with a fascist. You need to take other action.
OldNewB

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

sorry.. who is Tony Blair and why does anybody care WTF he thinks
Mister E

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

He's baaaaack...
Vinividivinci

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

Solstice Day, figures. 
Haitian Snackout

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

“Freedom Day” … hahaha 
awareofmyhide

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago

I suggest Tony to keep his opinions for himself and enjoy his "fair" earned money. He did
enough already

Lord RG
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

This is typical claptrap from HRH Tony BLiar.

At this point everybody (vaxxed and unvaxxed) have had vital freedoms removed or
restricted.

BLiar is advocating that only those who take the jab should have those freedoms re-
instated.

Whichever way he spins it, that is discrimination against the unjabbed.

 

smacker

"“If someone simply chooses not to get vaccinated, I mean
frankly that’s their choice, you’re not discriminating against
them, they’ve chosen not to do it,” said Blair."

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

this Fabian Socialist POS should be in prison for Iraq invasion. Along with his mate Dubya
SouthernSon

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Tony should stop sucking globalist c%^&* and read about spike proteins.  
Aquilanoncapitmucas

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Tony Bliar is a globalist c%^&*.
Tom of the Woods

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Science says over half of the nation now has natural immunity.  Why does the elite still
demand the death shot and masks?

Aubiekong
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

The love the masses acting like slaves...
Aubiekong

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Only in the USA can Blair be considered anything more than a dispicable POS. How many
people has he killed? Hundreds of Brits and thousands of Americans. He and Bush. Only in
the USA can a bolog post things like what Blair says. This is where human momory seems
not to exist.

Leguran

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

How many times does this piece of trash need to prove what he is? He must be one of the
most despised people on the planet

Just In Beaver

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is so universally loathed in all places British this should warn more off the poke.

The WEF must have got him cheap at a bargain price.

Old Ladybug

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Lock him up, better still send him to the tower and orf with his head. Grovelling snivelling
cock eyed twit.
 

https://wariscrime.com/new/top-10-methods-used-to-reduce-the-human-population/

Butinben
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair-

That's nice, Anthony. Now sit down and shut up.  There are enough commies squawking
about restrictions so you can feel free to FO.

_Conax_

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Please brits, blow his brains out.
TheMachinist

#

#
2 Reply"

1 week ago

Better hope your security detail likes you Tony.  Not many commoners do, and some wish
you ill.

DancingDragon

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Time to going hunting.
BlueLightning

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

flush this criminal down the toilet!
AA1

#

#

https://wariscrime.com/new/top-10-methods-used-to-reduce-the-human-population/
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

the sooner someone grasps that snake by the neck and puts a deep impact into his skull,
the better for the rest of us

onemorething

“It’s going to be a new world altogether,” Blair proclaimed,
adding “The sooner we grasp that and start to put in place the
decisions [needed for a] deep impact over the coming years the
better.”

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

"Groups treated differently" the hallmark of discrimination.  Didn't that used to be a bad
thing? 

Remember that the vast majority of English citizens are SUBJECTS and US citizens
SOVEREIGNS.  Big difference, and if you don't understand the ramifications of that
difference then shame on you.

CingRed

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

So Tony, New vaxxed parents are not allowed to stroll in the park with their unvaxxed
children.  Brilliant former PM clearly needs that new Biogen med that has brain swelling as a
side effect because his brain is pea size right now.

beavertails

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Don't let your kids be vaxxed! In caseyou haven't seen it:

https://rumble.com/viaz6n-ex-pfizer-vp-yeadon-warns-children-50-times-more-likely-
to-die-from-vaccine.html

Horseless Headsman

#

#

https://rumble.com/viaz6n-ex-pfizer-vp-yeadon-warns-children-50-times-more-likely-to-die-from-vaccine.html
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

He was secretly studying Catholic doctrine while PM, and converted after he left office. How
would that have gone over had it been known when he was PM?

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Blair left his Prime minister office on 17 June 2007, while he was still in that office he
was taking communion, and had been for most of his tenure, he went official
on December 21st of that year while Cherie Blair was already a Catholic. This is not
possible under the oath they take and they have to lose their seat triggering a by
election due to a promotion to an office  under the crown which requires them to
vacate their seat https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiltern_Hundreds - In fact Blair is still in
office and in public service. 

Oh if he had been a Catholic, nobody would have cared a jot as long as he was able to
do the job impartially.

Argon1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

It's officially been two weeks since all restrictions were lifted in New Covidia. I'm sorry to
report that the snowplows have been re-tasked with pushing all the dead bodies off the
streets.

Oh, wait. That didn't happen. The maskless aren't getting sick and the habitual mask
wearers still are. 

adr

#

#

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiltern_Hundreds
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

The Global Elite and the puppet masters pulling their strings are narcissistic psychopaths
whose Master Plan for global tyranny revolves around their foundational philosophy of Order
from Chaos.

Knowing this is the key to destroying them. 

Once humanity finally figures out that EVERYTHING that is unfolding.....from the “divide and
conquer”, staged violence of BLM and Antifa and the gaslighting clown show that is the
Scamdemic with its ever-shifting, freedom crushing, mandates, to the incoherent political
posturing of the Swamp and their 24/7 campaign of fear-mongering....are all part of an
elaborately scripted plot to drive humanity to the brink of insanity until we turn on each other
in an orgy of violence and rage it will be game over.

Well, GAME OVER! 

Now rise up in PEACEFUL solidarity and shove their “order from chaos” plan down their
throats until they choke on it.

66Mustanggirl
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Why don't we just call it CVT. Critical Vaccination Theory.
hanekhw

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Seems to be 10 to 12 people doing this to you. Remove them however you have to . 
Funded by Soros?

When the money stops, all this goes away.

OpTwoMistic

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Dr T-UK Medical Doctor - Experimental C19 "vaccines" and genocide

 

Marrubio
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is a war criminal.  FO and die and take Bush Jr. with you.
Placerville

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Just look at the evil in that dumb fuk’s eyes.  This summer people are going to start hunting
these assholes down for sport.  Time is up

Jasegregory

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

He's a moron....
Able Ape

#

#
2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony who?
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

No... And if you try then its WAR....
Aubiekong

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair is a twobit corksucker  and a weasel.
V.A.grifter

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/fPYnt0078cou/
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony is trying to prop-up Boris, give him OFFICIAL GLOBALIST backing and support - but
little Tony looks like a deer in the headlights.

The best laid plans of mice and men often go astray..lol..!!

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

We see YOU little Tony... We know what you're trying to do - be careful.
Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week agoV.A.grifter

"The best laid schemes o' mice an' men. Gang aft a-gley".

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Don't get smart with me... I'm not quoting, I'm just saying.
Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Lets have em, lets have em all.

PS I am on your side. 

Bob - Enough

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Tony Blaire can be reincarnated on whatever prison planet he imagines for the rest of us
without me.

fpc

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Just bend the knee and worship the Beast. That's all you have to do.

 

They just want your soul. What could be wrong with that?

allfactsmatter
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Yea,its not like you are using it or nuthin.
V.A.grifter

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Don’t you have some WMDS in the desert you should still be looking for Tony?
Games Without Frontiers

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

That bstd needs to be dangling from a piece of rope so his vile mouth can speak no more.

Interesti g to note that Blair is also very high up in the echelons of the ADL

OllieHalsall

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Omg

So if people die of this 'shot' insurance companies don't have to pay benefits to the
survivors?

This is all about insurance money. So if you take an experimental vaccine and die, no
payment to your survivors, and if you don't take it and die, if they can say you 'should have'
they might try not to pay out benefits.

This is a 911 all over again. Who bought the put options now?

Carolynn55

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

The Icelandic Medicine Agency has received 23 notices for deaths after Covid vaccinations.

https://www.ruv.is/frett/2021/06/10/boluefni-verja-jafn-vel-gegn-alvarlegum-covid-veikindum

 

If you compare it with the total Covid deaths who are 30 so far, it seems that there is a
possibility that the use of experimental sars virus drugs may not be the best bet for
everyone.

https://www.covid.is/data

The same parameters concerning age and interpretations apply for both groups.

Griffin
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Jack Meehoff suggests Tony Blair should k i ll himself
s0methingfast

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Late at night when no one it watching, does Tony drink baby's blood?
Ozarkian

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

In the war of government vs the people, don't expect anyone in or associated with
government to take the side of the people. 

archipusz

#

#

https://www.ruv.is/frett/2021/06/10/boluefni-verja-jafn-vel-gegn-alvarlegum-covid-veikindum
https://www.covid.is/data
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair is a POS who should be swinging from the end of a rope.

People who have had covid and recovered should be treated the same as those who have
had the vaccine, as they both carry covid anti-bodies.  He says no discrimination.....coming
from the retard who said WMD could attack EU in less than 30 mins.

Why does this POS even given any press coverage? NO ONE CARES!!!!

 

ClamJammer
#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

I worry i might die
captain noob

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Your dead eventually, its just that your life insurance wont pay out if you take
experimental medication and of course if there is armed insurrection etc. But mainly its
about millions of stupid people saving the City of London by invalidating their own
life/health insurance.

Argon1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair the one man that no-one wants on their side.

 

“It would not be impossible to prove with sufficient repetition and a psychological
understanding of the people concerned that a square is in fact a circle. They are mere
words, and words can be molded until they clothe ideas and disguise.”
― Joseph Goebbels

Vegetius

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

There is a spot reserved in hell for Tony Blair. Right between Hitler and W.
Laughing Sawfish

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Bliar is betting on living forever 
Argon1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

His Adrenochrome supply must be running out ....
Voice of insanity

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

As Shakespeare said..."Do it England"...
Budnacho

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

And the post-infected who are immune naturally?
spongiformist

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony “WMD” Blair
IRMAD

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

This is the guy who lied his country into a war that killed millions and cost trillions.  He's so
wise!  Such a humanitarian!  Let's all listen to what he has to say!

fackbankz

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

Take a message back to Satan Klaus for us Tony:

(Effing errand boy)

Byte Me

"Hide"

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Get a job!
Dogspurt

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

 

I hope this never ends.

No one insists on shaking my hand and everyone keeps their distance.

No more crowding.

 

Thought.Adjuster

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

I like sitting in restaurants now without  snot nosed screaming kids right next to me.
Farmerz

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

At the beginning i was depressed that people  chose to behave antisocial all of a
sudden. Then i realized its ok i don't want anythign to do with those creeps anyway.  

NIRP-BTFD

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 week ago

What a scumbag! Boris is not much better. The UK is hell.
B0MB3RM4N1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Boris had over 1 1/2 years to advance the agenda to 100% vaccinations and to be
honest was as inept at aiding the enemy as he was ept at giving away power &
influence cookies. Its like May in reverse, they got a BRINO candidate in for the second
position where he was to mess it up and he messed that up too. 

Argon1

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

this toyboy is the best the gates-soros-fauci-WEF crowd can muster?
CaMuPaSh

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Clif High mentioned that their supporting power structure was so corrupt they are
completely unable to understand the real world, they see and hear only what the
flunkies tell them and they are only told what they want to see and hear because the
fluky wants to live. Thats how it is with all non merit based power structures.

Argon1

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Mr Blair signed a deal with the Spanish government in April 2002 to end the UK’s 300-year
control of its overseas territory and move towards a joint-sovereignty with its neighbour
Spain, according to Peter Hain, who was Europe minister at the time

Can you see a Spanish legal claim to Gibraltar?

Gibraltar – What  the ICJ  Might Say About Spain’s Claims:
https://www.academia.edu/45640854/Gibraltar_What_the_International_Courts_of_Jus
tice_Might_Say_About_Spains_Claims

 

BritBob
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

If you dont have a duplicate, you dont have a contract, what he says and what he did
never matched up. It was 2005 when Parliament took the last of the sovereigns powers
away, and I dont see anything here which says treaty passed by Act of Parliament and
Royal Assent.  

Argon1

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

welcome back!
hooligan2009

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

trump supports falkland islands independence ... naga!!
Pandelis

#

#

https://www.express.co.uk/latest/tony-blair
https://www.academia.edu/45640854/Gibraltar_What_the_International_Courts_of_Justice_Might_Say_About_Spains_Claims
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

Oil industry developing succession planning plans to replace all their vaccinated workers in
the next three years? Why would they focus on just their vaccinated employees?

https://www.bitchute.com/video/x1ekxXziuRmU/

Jayeles
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

When the Iraq-mass-killer speaks, you know it's all about the oil and us running out of the
stuff. 

Dutchdope

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Yes the needle free need to avoid the spike proteins (weapons) of the jabbed.
Letro

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

That shithead needs taking to the woodshed, or on any other one way trip.

Why does anyone publishing the drivel that comes out of it?

One of these is not like the others..

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I guess Doctor Mengele was reincarnated as a piece of shit politician.
Atam Gits

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/x1ekxXziuRmU/
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Once they, the political and intellectual elites, win the ability to start grouping
people, tracking them, and limiting their liberties as a result of whom they determine gets
privileges by being in the “right”group, it’s over.  They will be able to control whomever they
want, however they want.  This is the start of that process.  Everyone in the US should fight
this with all of their might, and the citizens of the world should too.  Trusting this
maneuver as part of the greater good is profoundly naive.  It is truly unfathomable
how people have gone into the fetal position from this virus and been willing to freely give up
their civil liberties. PLEASE THINK CRITICALLY. 

Vantage
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair should be more worried he will be strung from a lamp post.
Odin McHaggis

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair was always a globalist dog.
Jerzeel

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

Here's an idea for those so frightened by sniffles you shut the world down forever: try not to
be so pathetically weak that you'll drop dead if anyone so much as breathes near you.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

He really is a despicable piece of work.

 

Cernunnos

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Lol...imagine that...
Fat Beaver

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

What an insipid PLICK
retrocop

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

is he still alive?
RattieNomNom

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Yeah, get with the WEF program or else!
Bdubs

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is a truly evil man.
judgement put

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Here's an idea: Why don't the people rise up and take out Blair and Boris. Oh, yeah. That
would take some common sense and backbone.

homeskillet

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

I am not being hyperbolic when I say he should be marched to the city square stripped and
put in stocks for pushing this despicable garbage.

all anyone has to say to shut him up is that he knows it’s a much larger percent of non white
who refuse “vaccine” so he is just using this as a way to discriminate and lock them down. 

ZeInfidel
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

War criminals should be in supermax and then hung.
Herdee

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

“New” catholic Tony Blair. Vatican Stoolie. 
FraidaFelcher

#

#
1 Reply"

1 week ago

9 He was a mighty hunter before the Lord: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty
hunter before the Lord.

-Genesis 10 KJV

Jasher

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

I never believed there was anyway to force the mark of the beast on the whole world
until the COVID scam.

A vaccine from a company named Mod-ify-RNA established by rich Satanists with a
ingredient called Luciferaise loaded with nano-tech that may modify Human DNA to
create a Human v2.0 .

The vax sure fits the bill.

 

 

BorraChoom

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I would not expect Blair to say anything less totalitarianism, and he has delivered (again).

There's one thing, one thing you never ever hear for the next 5 years:

OMG, he's never been Vaccinated, he's going to die !

However you will hear ..... [you fill it out]

Dr Phuckit

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Whats his cut?
HAL9000rev1

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Police in Rural India Force Unvaccinated to Wear Skull and Crossbones Signs

https://twitter.com/one_jason/status/1403110941332496384

 

 

Muscles Marinara
#

#

4 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Here is a couple more interesting ones from India.

THE TRUTH COMES OUT FROM AN INDIAN FARMER
There have not been covid deaths in India, all the dead have died of starvation caused
by lockdowns.

All the dead floating in the river were people who were starved to death. They locked
the farmers down, did not permit them to work in any way, including tending their
animals, and now they are starving.

He also goes over what is going to happen elsewhere, they are gearing up for total
genocide and he's already seen this first hand.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/k6X1SAPJsCwN/

 

200 Indian Villagers Jump Into Saryu River To Avoid Forceful COVID-19 Vaccination

Keep in mind that these villagers have no internet or computing devices or television
because they are too poor, and they behaved like this 100 percent from seeing what
the vax did to people in their village that had already been vaccinated.

https://greatgameindia.com/200-villagers-jump-river-vaccine/

 

BorraChoom

#

#

https://twitter.com/one_jason/status/1403110941332496384
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k6X1SAPJsCwN/
https://greatgameindia.com/200-villagers-jump-river-vaccine/
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

he needs to head on down to muzzietown.
buzzsaw99

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

His suggestion may be a bit to excess...

Max21c

Tony Blair Suggests Unvaccinated Brits Should Remain Under
Lockdown Restrictions

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair is not a physician and he is ignoring the reality that about half the population has
natural immunity from both recent and prior exposure. There should simply be an antibody
test, and it should be linked to travel, not to going to a mall. 

Canoe Driver

#

#

7 Reply"

1 week ago

No test needed... The science says this is now a nothing burger and a part of normal
life...

Aubiekong

#

#

5 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Screw your test.
WolfgangIffans101

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

He is correct. He is just off track on this article.
Bob - Enough

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Not sure why you had two downticks as you are correct. I think you should add a bit to
your comment how you hate the ***t above. 

Bob - Enough

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

What's the difference between a Weasel and a Stoat?
Hareld

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Tony will have been double GMOd and now he wants his freedom.  
Gone

#

#
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1 3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

If the government wants to issue some sort of blue ribbon or smiley face or blue marble
(globe) or combo thereof that can establish that a waiter/waitress or bartender have been
vaccinated then that's one thing since it might be good for their tips and help keep bizzes
humming along if there's a second wave and things take a turn for the worse per
variants/strains... at some point in the future if this epidemic continues that might be an
alternative path... to help the distinguish workers that have an have not been vaccinated and
to allow people to perhaps take additional precautions around un-vaccinated persons given
that it is a talking virus... though it's likely unnecessary at this juncture... if there's a second
wave with highly infection & highly contagious and increased severity per sickness/deaths
etc then it might be possible to move to adopt such a situ... the color and shade is relatively
unimportant and different color schemes may be adopted in different countries/cultures... as
long as the agreed upon logo/artwork is standardized... and there's some sort of verification
per stamp or id number or pic etc on the back of the card/badge... as long as the method
and system that evolves is a positive situ, strictly voluntary, and an expression of vaccination
status by freewill... just another layer of the cheesecloth to help people make their way
through these troubled times... though completely likely unnecessary unless there's a drastic
change in the epidemic per future waves of increasing severity et risk et cetera.  It shouldn't
be that difficult to figure it out and come up with a shelf plan that can be made available for
adoption if things take a turn for the worse.... but there's no need to impose such... it should
be something that's voluntary, open to adoption rather than imposed, beneficial during times
of chaos & disorder & these somewhat unsettling and cloudy grey unclear times... something
to soothe the nerves of the people and lend improvements to the overall situation... just to
provide some reassurance... not to punish...

Max21c
#

#
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6 Reply"

1 week ago

 If you play the game partially, you're still playing the game... This so-called pandemic
is no more deadly than a bad flu year... People are considered Covid fatalities if they
die for any reason 28 days after testing positive for covid or they test positive after they
have already died; even those that died in a car accident can be classified as a Covid
death.

Let's not forget the PCR test cycles have been set to 45 cycles which will give you
98% false readings... Let's not play this game.

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

That's what I think.  Ostracise me if you like.  I've had it.  I'm more vaccinated than
Tony.  I won't be GMOing myself.

Gone

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

F#uck that mother fu#ker... These globalist think they control billions of people,
when in actuality billions of people allow them to keep walking and talking... But
they're talking is getting old so they better keep walking silently.

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#
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1 5 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Firstly and foremostly, it's not a game as people are dying from the virus and
families are losing loved ones.  Further, it is potentially extremely dangerous
since each infected person becomes a potentially laboratory capable of
producting mutations that could possibly lead to the evolvement and spread of
new variants and new strains.  So reducing the rate of infection has merit and
absolute merit.

It's up to the public to make their decisions and decide... and you are correct in that
sloppy testing and other sloppiness has occurred throughout in many nations. 
Unfortunately this "sloppiness" has added to both the mess of improperly handling
or mishandling of the disaster and to public perceptions, public mood, as well public
confidence & reluctance.  Seems at times as if no one is in charge and that at the
same time nearly everyone with a government stamp is in charge.

Max21c

If you play the game partially, you're still playing the game

A KEY FACT:

While it is in the lab then it's gain of function is
controlled by the scientist.  When it's out of the lab then
it's gain of function is controlled by nature.  Therein lies
the danger.  Perhaps people have not had that
explained to them as to the distinction.  If one is even
mildly concerned, disconcerted, or against gain of
function research in a lab then one would certainly
consider taking suitable precautions as they see fit but
one cannot in all of certitude deem gain of function as it
may now be occurring out in the wild amongst the
human populations spread throughout the world to not
be a serious threat.

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

The disaster was self created - it was not due to Covid... We go through flu
season every year without a lockdown and a shut down.... It's called the Hegelian
dialectic, problem reaction solution.

Stop playing the game.

 

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

2 1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

Things like Philosophy and Intellectualism et cetera are perhaps a luxury for
better & more placid times... These times require insight, careful thought &
sometimes quite cautious thought, some elements of leadership, and a spirit of
cooperation about the globe...

In general, the public just wants the lambs blood and nobody cares about
highfalutin intellectual crapola right now... the public just wants things to
work and things to workout and they do not care about silly faux
intelligentsia nonsense... They want their cities back, their restaurants
back, their social life back, their events and nightlife back, and their lives
back... and end to the threat of losing friends and loved ones and.... they
just want a damn end to it... in simplicity they want the magic back and
the curse lifted...

Max21c

It's called the Hegelian dialectic, problem reaction
solution.

#

#

3 Reply"

1 week ago

People die. Every day. Get over it. Grandma was gonna die anyway. Average age
of death with covid: 80. C'mon man!

Average degree of gullibility: stratospheric.

WolfgangIffans101

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

You talk nonsense and have no idea what is going on.

 

"Firstly and foremostly, it's not a game as people are dying from the virus
and families are losing loved ones.  Further, it is potentially extremely
dangerous since each infected person becomes a potentially laboratory
capable of producting mutations that could possibly lead to the evolvement
and spread of new variants and new strains.  So reducing the rate of
infection has merit and absolute merit."

 

Younger people are not dying from the virus; but they will die from the vaccine. 

Bob - Enough

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

Waitresses tend to be pretty. Diners tend to be fugly. Hence, fugly diners ask pretty
waitresses to cover their faces. Try to find ONE pretty lady mandating anyone to wear a
mask.

KirkPatrickN

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Globalist stooges doing in their own nation what they did to everyone else. Tony Blair should
suffer the same fate he doled out to many people in the middle east for no good reason. The
man is a spiteful piece of globalist s hit.

1CSR2SQN

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 week ago

Article is a bit dated, in a way. It's delayed under July 19th. Freedom Day, once again,
canceled by the politicians.

But at least BoJo delivered Brexit, eh? Independence from bureaucrats in Brussels. Hoorah!

Dionysius Crucified

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

Shut up, Bozo will go the same way as Blair. 
Bob - Enough

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Blair is a statist pig so naturally he wants to control people who have the good sense not to
take the kill shot. FOAD Blair 

snatchpounder

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Ever notice the 'whoops' group that brings terror to our doorsteps? I call them the 'whoops'
group.

"Whoops" ...we missed the 911 cues...

"Whoops" ... someone 'dropped' something in wuhan

"Whoops".... Wall Street just did a u turn...

It is always the 'ball' being deliberately dropped somewhere by the same certain group...If
they aren't currency trading, they are buying put options ...all in all betting against America
and investing in drugs using Americans as 'experimental groups' to profit from...

Carolynn55

#

#
1 week ago (Edited)

People generally just need to take precautions such as washing their hands more frequently,
generally tending to wear masks to reduce their chances of coming into contact with
contaminated air, et cetera.  Whether people get the shot or not is up to them as to making
their own health decisions within families et cetera.  The government really just needs to
ensure that it has enough shots on hand and the capacity to deliver them especially if
there's an uptick in demand and or an upswing in the epidemic leading to an uptick in
demand. 

If there's a second wave coming from new variants/strains that arrives in Fall 2021, Winter
21-22, or Spring 22... the government just has to have the lambs blood available at that

Max21c
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1 4 Reply"

time.  If people choose to have the lambs blood marking their door or not marking their door
such is up to them. 

There's evidence that playing Pharaoh during a plague hasn't worked so well in the past. 
Leave it up to the people.  

Leave it up to the women.  Once the nasal vaccine comes rolling along if they think the nasal
vaccine is good for their kids then the vaccinated numbers shall explode.  Once females
within their kith and kin networks, their gal pal circles, et cetera gather the relevant facts &
views & opinions as to whether the vaccine is safe and effective the numbers shall be
determine thereby.  If the shot proves effective and people have--mild sickness for the high
risk & unhealthy--and otherwise are partially or fully effective against new strains then people
shall come to know this situ.  Then just leave it up to the women as they'll all talk and
exchange (data) information about what's going on with the virus/epidemic... and if the shot
works & the women figure that out then the numbers of vaccinated shall naturally expand
and even amongst the reluctant, the afeared, and the slow to come around portion of the
population.

It's not up to the government to punish people or make their lives more difficult when they
have done nothing wrong.  Being reluctant to get the shot is not a crime nor is it necessarily
wrong in a free society.  There's nothing wrong with people being cautious or more cautious
than others or being reluctant or not being an early adopter. 

Lockdowns for people that are not vaccinated would be impossible or near impossible to
enforce.  With rare exception such as airports & international travel or entrance to the
medical system perhaps allowing some distinction between those vaccinated and those un-
vaccinated.

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

You're mentioning hand sanitizer and masks but not dieting? According to the CDC
(March 8, 2021): 1) Masks are only 1.32% effective and 2) Not being fat is 355%
effective. That means not being fat is worth about 268 masks. That means skipping
ONE SNACK is the same as wearing a mask. We need diet mandates. Your diet is to
protect others!

KirkPatrickN

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Was Tony a guest of Jeffrey Epstein?
NotKennedy

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

These unelected globalist love telling citizens how to behave…lol

 

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Someone needs to smack him upside the head like macron got smacked upside the
head the other day..oh yeah..!

Micron got smacked upside the head real good..lol

Mr. Rude Dog

#

#
1 Reply"

PRO 1 week ago

Yo Tony.   Swing by, we have a turd sandwich for you.   Guido wants to see you...

Chippewa Partners

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

The P. Boy Tony Blair just another in a mile long list of war criminals that should be hung by
the neck until dead.  

wmbz

#

#

1 2 Reply"

1 week ago

A good job his ID card scheme was crushed in 2010.
Dogspurt

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

Blair was utterly against ID Cards for immigration, what they were to be used for is
CONTROL - it was ID cards to piss, drink and s**t, you always had to reverse what he
said and did. Tony was open borders. 

Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Obey or else
racing_flowers

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

I guess psychos are not allowed to be called out as stupid on ZH now. Smh
taglady

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

You can still say the word for now just not as an adjective. Silly. Childish.
taglady

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

Can I call him a psycho marshmallow jogger?? Let’s see if that gets through. 
yoda90210

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Send the unvaccinated to Iraq to go hunt for the WMD's? 
HorseBuggy

#

#

2 Reply"

1 week ago

Yup the same crowd that claimed WMDs existed are trying to impose injections.
taglady

#

#
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1 Reply"

1 week ago

The word s t u p i d now disrupts the hyper sensitivities of zh language Nazis. Pretty soon a
large portion of the dictionary will be a problem.

taglady
#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

Maybe we will only be allowed to use words that have a positive connotation. In so
doing nothing on the negative spectrum can ever be addressed.

taglady

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Was it not the Germans under Hitler who provided "treatments" for their disabled and
mentally ill children and adults.....and "for some reason" they all seemed to died very very
early.   This is what this entire virus scheme could be about given
time...decades.......OR...within this EXPERIMENTAL DRUG is a calculated mutation which
once established requires "yearly Govt provided renewal" injections in order for you to stay
alive but with a big catch....you have to be "politically clean" to receive that renewal
drug.....aka ..you can not be conservative and your social media site is checked for any Anti-
Dem language......

B52Minot

#

#
Reply"

5 days ago

What a horrible face.  It's funny how a face reveals character.
JdL

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

In Blair's book, the Muslim conquerors didn't discriminate against Christians and Jews when
they murdered them, because they gave them a choice to convert instead.

And if the Nazis had offered the same to Jews, Blair would have quite fancied them.

Yes, this is where we are now and how sick and twisted too many peoples minds now are.

 

JayBee38
#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Tony should screw himself with a cactus! Denmark is cancelling it all!
RattieNomNom

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

You've made your bed Blair.  They now shout s**t,  you better damned well jump.  All that
wealth never did come free.

janmarsh

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

 When and only when these s-bags  and their paymasters see their own custard,  they'll get
their boots off our necks.

Prince Velveeta

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Blair says anything to stay relevant. He hasn't come to terms yet with the fact that he's
history and nobody with more than two brain cells listens to a word he has to say (except his
fans in corporate media).

He was desperately trying to position himself for the (unelected) job as President of
European Commission and fought non-stop against Brexit, after failing to bring peace to
Israel & Palestine because neither side trusted him.

He's now trying to be appointed as CovID Czar.

It's no wonder he demanded twice the security of other ex-Prime Ministers. He has a lot of
enemies.

 

smacker

"Blair’s agenda in advocating discrimination against the
unvaccinated isn’t surprising given that he has been
aggressively pushing the use of vaccine passports for almost a
year."

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

If Vaccines are so effective  how can  the unvaccinated be a threat?
pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

PS Tony Blair is a KuK
pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I thought Tony was still on pedo island surfing?
KJWqonfo7

#

#
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Reply"

1 week ago

The left pretends we didn't have diseases back when the Constitution was signed, but to
mandate vaccines will suddenly talk about Smallpox. The right to travel implies the right to
"spread diseases".

KirkPatrickN
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

“Former” PM.
Fr. Richard Inya

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

I'm right on it big guy...... As soon as you those WMD's there......
Kyzer_Soze

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair a$$wipe.
Songthrush

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

They didn't christen him Tony Bliar for nothing!!
hay2u2

#

#

1 Reply"

1 week ago

unlike all other politicians who always tell the tr...

oh wait!

 

pernickety

#

#
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1 week ago

..."they're choosing not to do it"

By "it" they mean taking an experimental drug without any long term studies of side effects

A. Lee Ess
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Miranda

http://www.whale.to/b/blair.html

Catweasel

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Fcuking try it ya nonce!!
L0ddy

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Blair can go fucck himself.

Mad Muppet

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

Tony Blair belongs to Den Haag for his past, and ongoing Warcrimes.
knopperz

#

#

http://www.whale.to/b/blair.html
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Reply"

1 week ago

blair has found a case of old  Fascist Wine from the 1930's germany 

only with high tech  barbed wire and guard towers 

don't drink that ..............................

a master piece for today 

21st.century

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79ks1Ik_t7E

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Us Brits don't give two shits what this irrelevant phoney tosspot thinks or says.

He is a treasonous bag of scum and should be treated accordingly.

Geoff777

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Pay for play! B-Lier playing the pay book again, unfortunately for them things are not quite
going to plan. Therefore more distractions are needed, covid variant, cyber war, then war to
slice the world into blocks, to divide and rule the plebs and control resources.

BearFace

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

A wise Man once told me that his wife wielded the sword
Glad he's gone
Couldn't possibly happen now
/s

Hareld

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79ks1Ik_t7E
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Reply"

1 week ago

If it turns out Blair is in fact a representative of our Alien overlords, then fcuk it....I'm going
full on "Resistance". Take some of the bastards with me.

Agent Smith
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

F'en globalist b45turds.
duck_fur

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Ever find those "WMD's" Tony?  What a slimy maggot.  I just don't get these bootlickers.
Sprumford

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

.. and if the data says its all a scam and his virtue signalling makes him an accessory to
(presumably) accidental manslaughter because people really are dying from the vaccines -
as opposed to within months of having had one - what then?

Redneck Makin-tosh

#

#
Reply"

1 week ago

Or Diego Germpiric Brits should be stripped of their 'citizenship' and burned to Allah.
CommonsDeered

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Mr. Blair should receive one extra vaccination jab for each person that chooses not to.

This would help raise "herd immunity".

Vince Clortho

#

#
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Reply"

PREMIUM 1 week ago

the vac has not been around for a year so how could of he have been avocating for this
long?

peterZ
#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

A Saddam Hussein WMD, claims Blair.
Elliptico

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Speaking of Brits.  Check out Daily Mail UK.  Former BLM supporters are about to flip out at
BLM.

Gekko Jr

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

Public 187 
StephenHopkins

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago

So it’s been said, so shall it be written... once the hyperinflation becomes obvious, I see lots
of foolish necks signing up for a noose.  What happens first massive die off of vaccine takers
or the hyperinflation revolution?

TheLateGreatTerryThomas

#

#

Reply"

1 week ago (Edited)

thats it!  send them to guantanamo ... maga!!
Pandelis

#

#
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Nottingham has spoken 
pc_babe

#

#


